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Abstract 

The Development and Evaluation of an Intersectional Sexual Violence College Curriculum 

By Jocelyn Hong 

  

 The present pilot program evaluation sought to determine whether there was a change in 

pretest and posttest scores for participants of SAPA 201 as well as to determine what aspects of 

the SAPA 201 curriculum needed to be improved or altered. It was hypothesized that there 

would be an increase in posttest versus pretest scores for confidence levels related to 

participants’ abilities, skills, and knowledge of content related to sexual violence, racism, 

intersectionality, 1800s-1960s: Legal and Political History, 1960s-Present: Legal and Political 

History, or Allyship. It was also hypothesized that there would be a greater change in pretest and 

posttest scores for participants who had not been SAPA 101 trained prior to SAPA 201 training 

in comparison to those who had been SAPA 101 trained prior to SAPA 201 training.  

 Eleven college undergraduate students were recruited to participate in the SAPA 201 

curriculum and to take a pretest and posttest questionnaire asking about their demographic 

information, their confidence levels of their knowledge, skills, and abilities related to racism, 

sexual violence, allyship, intersectionality, 1800s-1960s, and the 1960s-present. Additionally, 

participants completed a posttest free-response section where they provided feedback, thoughts, 

and suggestions regarding the SAPA 201 curriculum. My analysis provided support for the 

original hypothesis that there was an increase in posttest scores compared to pretest scores, but 

due to the non-random and small sample size, further research is needed in a larger, probability 

sample to draw inferences about the effects of the training. 
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Introduction 

 

I. Addressing The Issue of Sexual Violence on College Campuses 

 

Given the recognition of the prevalence of sexual violence (SV) on college campuses in 

the past few decades (Anderson and Whiston 2005; Jozkowski 2014; Cantor et al. 2015; Krebs et 

al 2015; White House 2017), institutions of higher education who receive federal funding are 

required to have and implement sexual assault prevention programming (Anderson and 

Whinston 2005; Jozkowski, Henry and Strum 2014). While sexual assault resources and 

programs have been on the rise, research evaluating the effectiveness of these various types of 

programs is a current undertaking within the field of SV (Gidycz et al. 2001; Anderson and 

Winston 2005; Senn 2011; Vladitiu, Martin, and Macy 2011; Katz and DuBois 2013; Jozkowski, 

Henry and Strum 2014; Krause, Miedama, Woofter, and Yount 2017). Many of these evaluations 

mostly have found program effectiveness related to improving the behavioral intent of 

participants (more resistance strategies, more likely to assist in campus prevention programs, etc. 

[Gidycz et al. 2001; Anderson and Whiston 2005]), rape myths and facts (Vladitiu et al. 2011; 

Krause et al. 2017), gender-socialization and gender power differentials (Anderson and Whiston 

2005; Senn 2011; Vladitiu et al. 2011). Program evaluations have also found longer sessions, 

that are over one hour, to be more effective than programs that consist of multiple brief sessions 

(Anderson and Whiston 2005; Vladitiu et al. 2011).  

Still, in the 2015 Campus Climate Survey Validation Study (Bureau of Justice Statistics) 

it was revealed and verified that 1 in 5 college women and 1 in 14 college men experienced 
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sexual assault. This verified the Association of American University’s Campus Climate 2014 

Survey findings that over 23% of college women experience SV (Cantor et al. 2015).  

Interestingly enough, the Campus Climate Survey Validation Study (Bureau of Justice 

Statistics 2015) found that survivors on college campuses were more likely to disclose their 

assault to a friend or family member (Bureau of Justice Statistics 2015; White House 2017) 

rather than to law enforcement or their university’s system. While the AAU’s 2014 Campus 

Climate Survey on Sexual Assault and Sexual Misconduct found that over half of those who did 

report to agencies or organizations after their assault had a positive experience with these 

organizations, they additionally found that the groups that are most at risk of experiencing SV 

(women, transgender, gender non-conforming, and bisexual students) were the least likely to 

report to them (Cantor et al. 2015).  

Recognizing that most survivors on college campuses are more likely to disclose their 

assault to their friends or family members (Bureau of Justice Statistics 2015; White House 2017), 

it is interesting that not a lot of research has yet been done on peer-based sexual assault 

educational groups or peer based activist initiatives (Krause et al. 2017). An additional point of 

interest was that while various evaluative studies found discussing gender-socialization and 

gender power differentials imperative to the effectiveness of a sexual assault educational 

program (Anderson and Whiston 2005; Senn 2011; Vladitiu et al. 2011), not a single one of these 

articles or studies that were reviewed had mentioned an inclusion of how other power 

differentials, such as racism and race-socialization, and homophobia and transphobia, or classism 

affect survivors, patterns, or resources related to SV (Gidycz et al. 2001; Anderson and Winston 

2005; Senn 2011; Vladitiu et al. 2011; Katz and DuBois 2013; Jozkowski et al. 2014; Krause et 

al. 2017). 
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II. An Intersectional Analysis of Sexual Violence  

 

The lack of evaluative studies on SV curricula including race was particularly alarming 

when examining the history of how SV was used as a tool of racism and colonialism (Lerner 

1972; Combahee River Collective 1977; Davis 1981; Wriggins 1983; Smith and Ross 2004; 

Smith 2008; Greensite 2009; Fuentes 2016; “Incite!” N.D.; Sexual Assault and Prevention 

Awareness Center n.d.). There is historical evidence of SV used as a tool to dehumanize Native 

American women before murdering them (to diminish the possibility of them reproducing) 

(Smith and Ross 2004; Smith 2008; Smith 2011-12). There is also historical evidence of SV used 

against Black women throughout U.S. history as a tool of racism, to increase the slave 

population, and as tactic of White Terrorism against Black women, Black masculinity, and Black 

communities (Davis 1972; Lerner 1972; Combahee River Collective 1977; Davis 1981; 

Wriggins 1983; Hallam 2004; Greensite 2009; Fuentes 2016; “Incite!” N.D.). Additional to this, 

is the substantial historical evidence of the White mythology of the Black male rapist and how it 

was commonly used after the Civil War as a way to validate acts of violence, such as lynching, 

against Black men and Black communities, which is particularly poignant as the rape of Black 

women by White men went unanswered (Lerner 1972; Davis 1981; Wriggins 1983; Greensite 

2009; Campney 2015; “Incite!” n.d.; Sexual Assault and Prevention Awareness Center n.d.).  

While some may argue that these are historical issues that have little or no bearing on our 

present culture or society, there exists evidence of an intertwined legacy of racism, colonialism, 

and sexism that still affects us today. Even today, Native American women are more likely to 

experience a violent crime than any other racial group, and, unlike other racial groups where 

crimes are mostly intraracial, the majority of Native American women’s perpetrators are White 

(Sexual Assault Prevention Awareness Center n.d.). Additionally, due to the history of 
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colonialism, many Native American communities have a strong reluctance to participate in 

institutions of the U.S. State as they see this as a continuation of colonialism (Smith and Ross 

2004; Smith 2008; Smith 2011-12; “Incite!” n.d.). For Native American women, organizing to 

push for tribal sovereignty, the ability to hold non-tribal perpetrators accountable, and pushing 

for their tribes to have an effective system of accountability for perpetrators is a resistance not 

only to the sexism of gender-based violence (GBV) but to colonialism and racism, as well (Smith 

and Ross 2004; Smith 2008; Smith 2011-12).  

The prevalent effects of racism and anti-Blackness related to SV are exhibited by mock 

jury studies’ results in which the perpetrators of White victims were more likely to be found 

guilty and received harsher sentences than the perpetrators of Black victims (Klein and Creech 

1982). Additionally, in one scenario study, the date rape of a Black woman was perceived as a 

less serious crime, and their perpetrators were given lower conviction rates and shorter 

sentences, if they were convicted at all, than perpetrators of White women (Foley et al. 1995). 

Also, one meta-analysis of racial bias in mock juror studies (Mitchell et al. 2005) found that 

there is a significant racial bias against Black defendants compared to White defendants. They 

also found that in terms of receiving the death penalty, Black perpetrators of White murders were 

most likely to be assigned the death penalty, followed by White perpetrators of White murders--

essentially revealing not only a racial bias against Black persons in the legal system as 

defendants, but evidence that violent crimes against White victims are taken more seriously than 

the crimes against Black victims (Mitchell et al. 2005).  

Women of Color (WOC) have historically advocated and organized their own spaces 

during the second wave of the U.S. feminist/anti-violence movement to avoid the sexism in the 

Black Liberation movement, the racism of the mainstream feminist movement, and the racism 
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and sexism of the Leftist spaces (Combahee River Collective Statement 1977; Richie 2000; 

Sudbury 2003; Greensite 2009). While many of the aims and initiatives of the mainstream U.S. 

feminist and anti-violence movement resulted in structural and institutional changes in our legal 

systems, educational systems, and medical systems, some of the negative consequences, such as 

heavier policing and police brutality, as well as obstacles of accessibility to these services, have 

been felt the most by WOC (Richie 2000; Sudbury 2003; “Incite!” n.d; Tannis et al. 2014). This 

may be related to the racism and classism within the second wave feminist/anti-violence 

movement (Richie 2000; Sudbury 2003; “Incite!” n.d).  

The results of a legacy of racist and sexist violence against Black women persist to this 

day. The leading cause of death for Black women and girls from 15-35 is lethal domestic 

violence (Tannis et al. 2014). They experience this crime at three times the rate of White 

communities (Tannis et al. 2014). As discussed by many intersectional feminists, many of whom 

are WOC, resisting police brutality, mass incarceration, and state violence must be addressed as 

well when working on issues of interpersonal violence within their communities (Lerner 1972; 

Combahee River Collective 1977; Davis 1981; Wriggins 1983; Hallam 2004; Greensite 2009; 

Fuentes 2016). There exists a fear and distrust in legal systems that have historically committed 

or validated violence against communities of color (Weiser 2014; Burns 2016; Johnson 2017; 

Tribune News Services 2017). As a result, there is also a hesitancy within communities of color 

to acknowledge and address interpersonal violence, as they are resisting institutional violence as 

well that could or would use the issue to validate racist sentiments about communities of color 

(Sudbury 2003; Tannis et al. 2014; Sexual Assault Prevention Awareness Center n.d.).  

One of the notable points the Black Women’s Blueprint presented to the 2014 United 

Nations Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) was that: “Rape and 
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sexual assault in Black communities are racial justice issues.” If this statement holds true, then it 

follows that rape and sexual assault in Native American communities are Tribal Liberation 

issues. And, if this statement holds true, then it follows that rape and sexual assault in LGBTQ+ 

communities are Queer Liberation issues. And, if this statement holds true, then it follows that 

rape and sexual assault in immigrant communities and amongst undocumented persons are 

citizenship issues. And, if this statement holds true, then it follows that rape and sexual assault in 

communities in poverty are class issues. And, ultimately, if all of these statements hold true, 

which there exists a plethora of historical and present day evidence that they do, it ultimately 

means that rape and sexual assault are not just issues related to sexism, but also to racism, to 

colonialism, to homophobia, to transphobia, to xenophobia, and to classism.    

Due to the evidence of these histories, and particularly the legacies and present day 

consequences, it was very concerning to discover there is a lack of research on the development 

or evaluations of intersectional SV college curricula that include other forms of oppression. 

While one researcher who developed and evaluated her own college SV curriculum noted her 

surprise of how many young women did not know the history of the anti-violence movement and 

the work that so many had done to improve resources (Senn 2011), this researcher also made no 

mention of the heteronormativity or “race-blind” approaches that erase the work that WOC and 

LGBTQ+ activists had done during the anti-violence movement (Combahee River Collective 

Statement 1977; Richie 2000; Sudbury 2003; Greensite 2009) to address interpersonal violence 

against and within their communities, as well.  As the CDC recommended as a result of their 

2010 study that there is a need for the development of culturally competent IPV and SV 

programs specifically for LGBTQ+ communities, I think it also has been exemplified due to the 

histories of how SV has been used against and has affected various communities differently, that 
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the non-existence of intersectional SV college curricula and their respective evaluations is a large 

gap in both literature and practice.  

 Audre Lorde, a prominent poet, womanist, feminist, and civil rights activist of the anti-

violence movement once stated: “There is no such thing as a single-issue struggle because we do 

not live single-issue lives” (Lorde 1982). I think this can and must be applied to the issue of SV, 

and consequently, this calls for the dire need of the application of an intersectional framework to 

SV curricula. To be an advocate for all survivors means to be an advocate for WOC, people of 

color, men, LGBTQ+ individuals, persons with disabilities, people who are impoverished, and a 

combination of all of those various social locations. 

 

III. Description of the Sexual Assault Peer Advocates (SAPA) 201 Curriculum 

  

 Emory Sexual Assault Peer Advocates (SAPA) is a peer-led organization that was 

founded in 2011. The original objective of Emory SAPA was to create a survivor friendly 

campus through consciousness raising and building community via peer-led SAPA 101 trainings 

and weekly Continued Education Meetings (CEMs). While our 1.5-2 hour SAPA 101 curriculum 

focused solely on victim-blaming, debunking sexual assault myths, university policy, response 

guidelines to support and to empower survivors, and campus and local resources, this focus left 

many gaps to be filled. SAPA has received peer feedback in prior years of the need to adopt an 

intersectional lens to understand and to address the interconnections of sexual violence with 

other forms of institutional violence, such as: racism, homophobia, transphobia, classism, 

ableism, and sexism. We also have received feedback that the heteronormative, “race-blind” 

approach established excludes and erases the nuances and experiences of sexual violence women 
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of color, LGBTQ+, men, and people with disabilities. In an effort to fill these gaps and to better 

serve our community of survivors, I recognized the need to build a curriculum to better prepare 

our advocates to support all survivors of sexual violence, which meant preparing and educating 

advocates on other forms of institutional and interpersonal violence.  

 Originally, I intended to develop a seven-module curriculum covering the intersections of 

racism, ableism, homophobia, transmisogyny, sexism, classism, and how they intertwine, 

interact, and impact individuals’ and communities’ experiences with sexual violence. Once I 

began working on developing literature reviews on the history of the anti-violence movement, 

nuances and tensions amongst mainstream, White feminist movements in the U.S. and Black 

feminists and other WOC, and the theoretical backing and application of intersectionality and 

how it relates to sexual violence, it became apparent that SAPA 201 would have to be broken 

into a part 1 and a part 2. For my thesis, I developed SAPA 201 pt. 1 that focused on 

intersectionality and the history, activism, policy changes, racism, and classism within the sexual 

violence movement, and how various communities have varying concerns related to sexual 

violence and various ideals of how it should be addressed. Through working with the Emory 

University Respect Program in the Office of Health Promotion, I developed a two-hour, four-

module curriculum that consisted of: 1. Intersectionality and the Negative –Isms, 2. History of 

Activism and Policies around Sexual Violence (1800s-1960s), History of Activism and Policies 

around Sexual Violence (1960s-Present), and 4. Summarization and Application of SAPA 201.  

 For Module 1, Intersectionality and the Negative –Isms, my main objectives were for 

participants to develop a baseline understanding of the fundamental forms of oppression, an 

understanding of how these forms of oppression are intertwined, and an ability to analyze 

scenarios with an intersectional lens. For Module 2, History of Activism and Policies around 
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Sexual Violence (1800s-1960s), my main objectives were for participants to develop and to 

improve their abilities to describe major historical events related to the anti-violence movement 

during this time period, discuss national policy changes around sexual violence during this time 

period, describe tensions within various feminist movements of this era, and to recognize the 

contributions that Women of Color (WOC) made to the field of anti-violence activism during 

this era. Module 3’s objectives, History of Activism and Policies around Sexual Violence (1960s-

present), were identical to those of Module 2 but focused on the 1960s to the present. Module 4’s 

objectives, Summarization and Application of SAPA 201, were for participants to develop and to 

enhance their ability to apply an intersectional lens to sexual violence and everyday activism, to 

understand accountability, and to discuss the nuances and tensions related to allyship, or how 

individuals or groups who have institutional privilege may actively use their privilege to support 

marginalized groups who do not have that institutional privilege.   

 After developing the SAPA 201 curriculum, I then developed a pilot program evaluation 

that consisted of a pretest/posttest questionnaire to measure participants’ self-reported confidence 

levels, on a seven point Likert scale, of the content, abilities, and skills the curriculum aimed to 

enhance. The questionnaire I developed consisted of 20 items that were related to one of six 

categories: sexual violence, racism, intersectionality, allyship, 1800s-1960s: Legal and political 

history, or 1960s-present: Legal and political history. I also included a posttest free response 

section to allow participants to provide feedback, thoughts, and suggestions they may have had. 

After collecting the data, I used ExCel to measure descriptives and to analyze change in mean 

scores by question type, total mean score, and range scores of participants. I then coded 

qualitative feedback by reading through responses thrice and making note of major themes.  
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 I administered this pilot program evaluation by recruiting college undergraduates via 

SAPA’s Facebook page, the SAPA listserv, and the Office of Residence Life listservs who 

would be inaugural participants of the SAPA 201. I hypothesized that there would be an increase 

in posttest scores compared to pretest scores and that there would be a greater mean change in 

scores for those who were not SAPA 101 trained in comparison to those who were.  

 

Literature Review and Module Development 

 

I. Module 1: Intersectionality and Forms of Oppression 

  

 While developing Module 1, a thorough review of historical and theoretical research 

articles was developed to provide participants with an understanding of the framework that 

would be applied to the consequent sections. Thus, the foundation of this module was based on 

the works of Crenshaw (1989; 1991), Lorde (1982), Davis (1981), Smith (Smith and Ross 2004; 

Smith 2008; Smith 2011-12), and Rushin (1981). When reviewing the literature, although 

Crenshaw is credited as the theorist who developed intersectionality, the idea of our socio-

political identities being linked and related to one another (1989; 1991), literature was found that 

predated Crenshaw’s work and made mention of sociopolitical issues not existing as singularities 

(Lorde 1982) and how specifically sexual violence relates other forms of violence such as racism 

(Combahee River Collective 1979; Davis 1981; Rushin 1981) and colonialism (Smith & Ross 

2004; Smith 2008; Smith 2011-12).  

 The module opened with a list of the “negative–isms” of racism, sexism, classism, 

homophobia, transphobia, ableism, ageism, and a disclaimer of how these –isms are intertwined 
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and affect individuals concurrently. See Appendix A. The module then proceeds to discuss 

Crenshaw’s theoretical work on intersectionality (Crenshaw 1989; Crenshaw 1991) and teases 

out and exemplified the distinctions she makes between structural intersectionality, political 

intersectionality, and representational intersectionality (Crenshaw 1991). To exemplify an 

example of intersectional theory being put to practice in present settings, examples from the 

literature review of misogynoir (WITW 2015) and the racist and sexist media treatment of Gabby 

Douglas (Nittle 2016) during the 2016 Summer Olympics. The module ended with an exercise 

on how to apply intersectional theory to the list of “white privileges” from McIntosh’s “White 

Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack” (1988), or how the listed “white privileges” in the 

article also may apply to privileges associated with other dominant sociopolitical groups.  

 

II. Module 2: History of Activism and Policies around Sexual Violence (1800s-1960s) 

  

 While developing Module 2, various historical and theoretical texts and articles were 

reviewed. The objectives of this module were to enhance participants’ understanding of major 

historical events related to the anti-violence movement, national policy changes related to sexual 

violence, tensions within various feminist movements, and to recognize the contributions WOC 

had made to the field of anti-violence activism during this era. The module opens by a discussion 

of England’s Chief Justice of the 1670s, Sir Matthew Hale, who developed the foundation of 

U.S. rape laws (Jordan 2014). Hale’s jurisprudence and legal writings included the legal 

understanding and treatment of women as property, and hence rape as a crime against property, 

marital exemptions for rape, and a short statute of limitations for rape in fear of women 

“claiming rape,” an action Hale claimed was common and easy to do (Jordan 2014).  
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Consequently, Hale’s legal writings heavily provided the foundation for U.S. rape laws up until 

the second wave of feminism when the anti-rape movement gains social and political traction.  

 Shifting from the foundation of U.S. rape laws, the module then begins discussing the 

founding of the U.S. and how sexual violence was used as a tool of racism (Lerner 1972; 

Combahee River Collective 1977; Davis 1981; Wriggins 1983; Greensite 2009; Fuentes 2016; 

“Incite!” N.D.; Sexual Assault and Prevention Awareness Center n.d.), colonialism (Smith & 

Ross 2004; Smith 2008; Smith 2011-12; “Incite!” n.d.), and sexism. While Black women were 

systemically raped by White slave owners as a means of White terrorism, patriarchy, and as a 

means to increase the slave population (Davis 1972; Combahee River Collective 1977; Davis 

1981; Wriggins 1983; Hallam 2004; Greensite 2009; Fuentes 2016; “Incite!” N.D.), Native 

American women not only were raped systemically but also were massacred as an act of 

genocide and attack on the possibility of the population regenerating (Smith & Ross 2004; Smith 

2008; Smith 2011-12; “Incite!” n.d.). Moreover, Native American scholars have listed the 

systematic sexual violence committed against Native American women by early colonizers as a 

means to dehumanize and demoralize the Native American population through labeling their 

bodies as “dirty,” thus rapeable due to the lack of “purity,” which served as a metaphor as their 

lands also being invadeable (Smith & Ross 2004; Smith 2008).  

 Additionally, while Black and Native American bodies were labeled as “dirty” or 

“promiscuous,” this “Othering” of women of colors’ bodies led to an elevation of White 

women’s gendered racial status and validated the mythology of White “purity” (Hallam 2004; 

Fuentes 2016; PBS n.d.). While the rape of a White woman during slavery up until the 1960s 

was treated as an attack on her assumed “purity” (Davis 1981; Wriggins 1983; Smith & Ross 

2004; Sexual Assault and Prevention Awareness Center n.d.), Black women were not recognized 
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the legal right to give and to withhold consent for sexual agency, since they were labeled 

“promiscuous” and assumed to be unchaste as a way to validate the acts of violence their White 

owners (Davis 1981; Wriggins 1983; Greensite 2009; Fuentes 2016; Sexual Assault and 

Prevention Awareness Center n.d.). Additionally, due to the dehumanization of Native 

Americans, not only were the acts of sexual violence they experienced by White colonizers 

unrecognized by legal systems (Smith 2008; Smith 2011-12), at times it was even encouraged as 

a tactic of battle (Smith & Ross 2004). 

 Moving forward from the Antebellum period, the module then discussed the American 

Civil War and Reconstruction period during which time White terrorist organizations such as the 

Ku Klux Klan were founded and acts of widespread lynchings and murders of Black men, 

women, and children began (Lerner 1972; Davis 1981; Wriggins 1983; Greensite 2009; 

Campney 2015; “Incite!” n.d.; Sexual Assault and Prevention Awareness Center n.d.). During 

this section of the module, statistics about the number of lynchings (Davis 1981; Wriggins 1983; 

“Incite!” n.d.), rate of executions of Black convicted rapists compared to White convicted rapists 

(Davis 1981), and debunking the mythology of the Black male rapist was covered, as a majority 

of lynchings did not include a rape accusation, and most Black women who were lynched were 

first raped by White mobs (Davis 1981; Wriggins 1983; “Incite! n.d.). Again, mythology of the 

Black male rapist as a validation of White terrorism (Wriggins 1983; Sexual Assault and 

Prevention Awareness Center n.d.) paralleled the mythology of the hypersexual Black jezebel of 

the Antebellum period that was used as a validation of the systemic rape of Black women by 

White men (Wriggins 1983; Sexual Assault and Prevention Awareness Center n.d.).  

Additionally, the module made mention of the Memphis Riots of 1866 to bring attention to the 

double standard of the threat of White women being raped validating violence while Black 
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women evidently being raped by White men went greatly ignored (Davis 1981; Greensite 2009; 

Mason 2015) as well as one of the first instances of the veil around sexual violence being lifted 

and presented to the U.S. Congress (Greensite 2009; Mason 2015).  

 The module then introduced the establishment and work of the Women’s Christian 

Temperance Union (WCTU)  (Masson 1997) followed by a comparison with the Black Women’s 

Anti-Rape Movement activism (Baker 1996; Greensite 2009; Fields-White 2011; Biography.org 

2015; Biography.org 2016) that was happening concurrently. The WTCU is credited as being 

one of the largest and most influential women’s suffrage organizations of its’ era, and is well 

known for its’ strategic use of temperance, abstinence, and purity as tools to bring domestic 

violence, prison reform, women’s suffrage, raising the age of consent laws, and public education 

to the forefront of sociopolitical issues (Masson 1997). It must be acknowledge though, that the 

WTCU also utilized racist rhetoric denigrating the Black family structure as a means to push for 

their values of purity and abstinence (Masson 1997; Fields-White 2011). Additionally, the 

WTCU used the racist argument that the (White) women’s suffrage would help cancel out the 

“Negro vote” as a ploy to persuade White men to support advancing White women’s suffrage 

(National Women’s History Museum 2007; Fields-White 2011). 

 In contrast to the WTCU was the existence and mobilization of the Black Women’s Anti-

Rape Movement, of which the core leaders were Ida B. Wells (Baker 1996; National Women’s 

History Museum 2007; Greensite 2009; Fields-White 2011; Biography.org 2016) and Mary 

Church Terrell (National Women’s History Museum 2007; Biography.org 2015). During this 

time, due to the racist exclusion Black women generally faced from the WTCU, they developed 

black women’s club chapters, where they organized and mobilized not only for women’s 

suffrage but for Black liberation and anti-lynching as well (Baker 1996; National Women’s 
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History Museum 2007; Greensite 2009; Fields-White 2011; Biography.org 2015; Biography.org 

2016).  

 To demonstrate the tensions that existed during this era between the WTCU and the 

Black Women’s Anti-Rape Movement, the module delved deeper into the work and biographies 

of Ida B. Wells, Mary Church Terrell, and WTCU President, Frances W. Willard (Baker 1996; 

Masson 1997; National Women’s History Museum 2007; Greensite 2009; Fields-White 2011; 

Bernard 2013; Biography.org 205; Biography.org 2016). Beyond the racial segregation of 

National American Woman Suffrage Association’s (NAWSA) chapters and the rhetoric of White 

women being able to cancel out “the Negro vote” (National Women’s History Museum 2007; 

Fields-White 2011), the module exemplified these tensions by discussing the 1913 Suffrage 

Parade in D.C. During this parade Black suffragettes were instructed to march in the back of the 

parade instead of with their respective state’s delegations but Ida B. Wells refused to and 

marched with her state’s delegation (Baker 1996; Bernard 2013). This event served as a 

prominent example of this era of White feminists/suffragettes expecting Black feminists/ 

suffragettes to prioritize their gender over their race and the refusal of Black feminists to choose 

one part of their sociopolitical location over the other.  

 The module discusses the 19th Amendment being passed, resulting in White suffragettes 

ending their association with Black suffragettes, ultimately turning a blind eye as racist voter 

restriction legislation and vigilante groups barring African Americans from the polls became 

prominent throughout the South (National Women’s History Museum 2007; Fields-White 2011; 

Bernard 2013). Finally, the module ends with a brief discussion of the racial and gender effects 

of WWII bringing middle- and upper-class White women into the workforce temporarily (n.a. 
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2013), racist housing policies following WWII (Seiter 2003), and the heightened racial inequality 

during the 50s’ (Lerner 1972; Self 2013).  

 

III. Module 3: History of Activism and Policies around Sexual Violence (1960s-Present) 

  

 While developing Module 3, various historical and theoretical texts and articles were 

reviewed. The objectives of this module were to enhance participants’ understanding of major 

historical events related to the anti-violence movement, national policy changes related to sexual 

violence, tensions within various feminist movements, and the contributions of WOC to anti-

violence activism during this era. The module opened with a discussion and analysis of Betsy 

Friedman’s The Feminine Mystique (1963), a book that often is cited to be the spark to the 

second wave of U.S. feminism (Fetters 2013). A part of this critique is the racist, classist, and 

hetero-normative premise on which the book is built (Fetters 2013), treating White home-making 

women’s experiences as the universal woman’s experience, overlooking the 1/3  of women in the 

U.S. already in the workforce when this book was published, and disregarding that WOC would 

have to assume domestic responsibilities when middle and upperclass White women went to  

enter the workforce (Fetters 2013).  

 The module then addresses the notorious Moynihan Report (Moynihan 1965), as an 

example of a sociopolitical shift of a biological understanding of race to a sociocultural one, as 

well as an example of how Black women were targeted and blamed via racist and sexist rhetoric 

for the additive effects of White racism against the Black community (Moynihan 1965; Davis 

1972). With the racial and gender climate quickly being established, the module introduces 

second-wave feminism by acknowledging the major gains it made towards addressing domestic 
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violence and sexual assault (DVSA), including, but not limited to: rape shield laws, increased 

statutory limitations, marital rape legally recognized, the establishment and increased funding of 

DVSA shelters, crisis hotlines, counseling services, and legal and medical advocacy (Richie 

2000; Greensite 2009; Self 2013; Jordan 2014). After covering these broad gains made during 

this era, an era that made more progress addressing DVSA than the 300 years that came before it 

(Jordan 2014), the module informed participants of the state of DVSA legislation entering the 

second wave of U.S. feminism. 

 During the beginning of the second wave of U.S. feminism, U.S. DVSA law still closely 

resembled that of Sir Matthew Hale’s era in the 1670s (Jordan 2014)—there was a short statute 

of limitations, survivors had to prove their resistance (unlike any other violent crime), there were 

marital exemption laws for sexual violence, alleged perpetrators and defense lawyers were 

permitted to bring up the survivor’s past sexual history and other information not directly related 

to the case in order to corrode their perceived credibility, and DVSA cases were largely 

understood to be cases of “he said, she said” (Greensite 2009; Self 2013; Jordan 2014). The 

module then covers the 60s and 70s, mentioning the relationship the anti-violence movement had 

with the Civil Rights movement and Anti-Vietnam efforts (Greensite 2009; Self 2013) and then 

discussing the major institutional victory of this time period, increasing the statute of limitations 

in a majority of states for DVSA (Jordan 2014). Following this is the mention of how WOC were 

reluctant about these institutional “victories” as their communities had historically faced violence 

from the same systems on which mainstream feminism was relying, and so, these institutional 

victories mostly benefitted middle- and upper-class White women (Richie 2000; Self 2013; 

Campney 2015; “Incite!” 2016).  
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  Around the same time activists were seeing legislative change as a result of their efforts, 

grassroots efforts resulted in the development of the nation’s first rape crisis centers, many of 

which were organized by survivors with no outside funding (Greensite 2009). Radical strategies 

the anti-rape movement utilized during this time included: confronting rapists with a group in 

public, publishing lists describing the attributes of rapists, organizing self-defense classes, and 

organizing Take Back the Nights (TBTN) (Greensite 2009). Around the same time that the first 

rape crisis centers were established, Title IX was passed and enforced as part of the 1972 Higher 

Education Amendments (though, when initially passed, it did not include sexual harassment or 

sexual assault as forms of gender discrimination yet) (U.S. Department of Justice 2015).  

 While these institutional and structural changes definitely benefited some survivors of 

DVSA, there were still many racial and class-based tensions that existed within the movement 

that were not being addressed in the White, mainstream spaces and these institutions continued 

to fail WOC and those who were lower-class (Richie 2000; “Incite!” 2016). In response to 

mainstream feminism’s failings, WOC organized and mobilized to bring national attention to 

WOC who had been imprisoned for defending themselves against their assailants or rapists 

(Greensite 2009). These women included Inez Garcia, Joanne Litte, Yvonne Wanrow, and 

Dessie Woods (who was released in 1981 due to organizers’ efforts) (Greensite 2009). To create 

a space for themselves where they could practice intersectional politics and escape the racism in 

the mainstream feminist movement, the sexism in the Black liberation movement, the racism and 

sexism in Leftist spaces, and the lesbian separatism that existed in most of these spaces, Black 

women joined together to create community coalitions such as the National Black Feminist 

Organization (NBFO) in 1973 and the Combahee River Collective in 1974 that allowed them to 

organize around intersectional feminist politics (Combahee River Collective 1977; Richie 2000; 
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Sudbury 2003; Greensite 2009; Self 2013).  These spaces were based on Black feminist thought 

that recognized how state and interpersonal violence are connected and that if Black lesbian 

women are centered in the movement and liberated, then all others must then be free as well 

(Combahee River Collective Statement 1977; Richie 2000; Sudbury 2003; Greensite 2009).  

 Following the establishment of Black feminist spaces and organizations, the late 70s were 

full of additional institutional and structural gains regarding DVSA, as the first Sexual Assault 

Response Teams (SART) were developed in 1976 to provide survivors with trained medical and 

legal advocates, which eventually became standardized and led to the creation of the Sexual 

Assault Nurse Examination (SANE) training (Greensite 2009; Jordan 2014). Additionally, two 

years later, in 1978, the first Take Back the Night (TBTN) was organized in the U.S. in San 

Francisco (San Francisco Walk Against Rape n.d.). Another major milestone in 1978 for the 

anti-violence movement was the congressional approval of Rule 412, or, rape shield laws (Jordan 

2014). This legislation prohibited the examination of a survivor’s past sexual history in all civil 

and criminal rape cases, except in certain cases where it was found to be relevant information 

(Jordan 2014). Two years later in the infamous Alexander v. Yale  (1980) case, another 

institutional and structural milestone was achieved, this time, one that recognized sexual 

harassment and a form of sex discrimination.  

 Due to all of these activist and organizer efforts and their respective structural and 

institutional gains, in the 80s the first African American Studies and Women, Gender, and 

Sexuality Studies courses and departments are developed and feminism became integrated into 

the academy which allowed for empiricism to debunk rape myths and false statistics and lead to 

the recognition of both acquaintance rape and the severity and prominence of child rape and 

molestation (Sudbury 2003). Some critiques that followed the institutionalization of academic 
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feminism were the culture of academia’s value of individual achievement and originality, which 

were in tension with the overall goals of feminist movements of collectivity and equality 

(Sudbury 2003).  

 Also in the 80s, additional institutional and structural changes are recognized including 

more training for police departments to handle cases of DVSA, the development of special 

examination rooms in hospitals, some states completely eliminating their statute of limitations 

for sexual violence, and the standard of “proving resistance” during an attack shifts as society’s 

understanding of sexual violence and power differentials shifts as well (Richie 2000; Greensite 

2009; Jordan 2014). By the 80s, many states had rape shield laws in place and many institutional 

gains were made, but at the same time, in response to this WHAT? came massive backlash 

(Greensite 2009). This backlash was exhibited via the influx of writers and commentators 

questioning the validity of studies that had debunked rape myths that led to rising insecurity of 

funding for rape crisis centers (Smith 2004; Greensite 2009; “Incite!” 2016). In an effort to 

secure the future of outside funding and support, many rape crisis centers in the 80s begin to 

professionalize, “deradicalize” and centralize their politics, and while this may have secured 

funds, it increases tensions within the movement related to racism, classism, homophobia, and 

transphobia (Smith 2004; Greensite 2009; “Incite!” 2016). 

 Following the institutional and structural changes of the 80s came the 90s where a serious 

dialogue and recognition of marital rape was finally actualized (Jordan 2014). While in 1975, 

marital rape was legal in all U.S. states, by 1993, all states recognized marital rape as a crime 

(Jordan 2014). Even so, this conversation needs to be continued as in 2014 about half of U.S. 

states still had some sort of marital exemption law for cases where a spouse was drugged, 

unconscious, coerced, etc. (Allen 2015). Additionally, in 1990 the Jeanne Clery Disclosure of 
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Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act was passed (Jordan 2014). This led to 

mandated reporting of violent crimes on campus, including sexual violence, to be reported and 

publicized each year for any educational institution that receives federal funding (Allen 2015). 

While amendments were made to the Clery Act in 1992, 1998, 2000, and 2008 to enhance the 

protections provided to survivors, the Clery Act receives criticism that it causes underreporting 

due to campus communities not representing or enforcing it well, which silences survivors who 

are concerned about their confidentiality (Allen 2015).  

 An additional trend in the 90s was the continued professionalization of DVSA clinics and 

shelters, a process that began in the 80s. While this has led to the widespread acceptance of 

DVSA as a legitimate issue and has secured state funding, it has also been a major element of the 

movement de-radicalizing, and White women have had an advantage to land positions of 

management and leadership in these clinics due to their higher access to education and 

professionalized degrees in the 80s in comparison to WOC (Richie 2000; Greensite 2009; 

Women of Color Network 2013).  

 In 1994, the historic Violence Against Women Act (VAWA) passed, which required 

states and local governments to pay for the cost of forensic medical examinations (Jordan 2014). 

Although this relieved financial burden off of survivors, it also has received serious criticisms 

from intersectional feminists and prison abolitionists who have noted that it was attached to the 

Violence Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act that consequently increased the use of the 

death penalty, prohibited prisoners from receiving Pell grants, and increase funding for the 

prison system by almost $2 billion (Smith 2011-12).  

 In retrospect, the major questions when analyzing the second wave of U.S. feminism are 

which groups have benefited from these institutional changes and which groups have faced 
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negative consequences? While it is undeniable that the second wave resulted in a plethora of 

improvements for legal, medical, and social services for survivors of DVSA, these improvements 

benefitted middle-, upper-class, White women the most who had access to therapists, law 

enforcement officers, and doctors (Richie 2000; Sudbury 2003; “Incite!” n.d.). While WOC have 

attempted to bring up issues of state violence, like mass incarceration, increased arrests, 

detentions, and prosecutions, they have typically been told by mainstream feminism that these 

issues are not related to sexual violence, not recognizing that to WOC they are (Richie 2000; 

Sudbury 2003; “Incite!” n.d.). While the second wave U.S. feminist movement heavily focused 

on increasing accountability, legislation, and services provided by the State, the communities 

that feel the consequences of this the most are communities of Color (Richie 2000; Sudbury 

2003; Smith 2004; Smith 2011-12; Palacios 2016). 

 To counteract the erasure of their experiences and sociopolitical needs, WOC and 

intersectional feminists have organized coalitions such as the Women of Color Network (1997) 

to promote WOC leadership within the movement and to challenge racism and classism within 

how DVSA is currently addressed (Women of Color Network 2008; Women of Color Network 

2013). Intersectional feminists have also organized large-scale conferences like the 1998 Critical 

Resistance Conference in Berkeley, CA and the 2000 Color of Violence Conference: Violence 

Against WOC in Santa Cruz, CA (Rojas 2000; Sudbury 2003; Smith & Ross 2004). Both of 

these conferences attempted to create coalitions between the prison abolition and the DVSA 

movements and to create critical dialogue of how to hold perpetrators of DVSA accountable and 

survivors safe in a prisonless society, how to potentially decrease the DVSA movements’ 

reliance on the State, and how to integrate anti-racist, anti-colonialist, and anti-capitalist 

objectives with the DVSA movement (Rojas 2000; Sudbury 2003; Smith & Ross 2004). From 
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these conferences coalitions such as Incite! Women of Color Against Violence formed to create 

community-based accountability programs for cases of DVSA that don’t rely on the State or 

prison systems (Sudbury 2003; “Incite!” n.d.).  

 To better exemplify the nuances of the tensions and issues that were erased by the 

mainstream second-wave feminist movement, the module further explained specific barriers that 

Native American women, undocumented women, and Asian American Pacific Islander women 

had to and have to face. Issues for Native American women include how the mainstream feminist 

anti-rape movement heavily relies on the State and its’ institutions to address sexual and 

interpersonal violence but for Native American and indigenous people, the State was a main 

source and perpetrator of sexual and interpersonal violence against their communities (Smith & 

Ross 2004; Smith 2008; Smith 2011-12; “Incite!” n.d.). For Native American communities, this 

reliance on the State to address and alleviate sexual violence is just a continuation of colonialism, 

a system of violence against their community that utilized sexual violence as a way to 

dehumanize, demoralize, and destroy their communities (Smith & Ross 2004; Smith 2008; Smith 

2011-12; “Incite!” n.d.). Not only has the State instituted sexual violence as a tool of colonialism 

against Native American communities, they also forcibly sterilized Native American women in 

the 70s (Smith 2004), this history of sexist, racist, and colonialist violence against the Native 

American communities has resulted in a deeply-rooted distrust of State involvement and 

institutions.  

 Moreover, although Native American women are twice as likely to experience a violent 

crime than any other racial group, and unlike other racial groups, 60% of their perpetrators are 

White and non-members of their racial group, only 5% of DVSA shelters are for Native 

American women (Sexual Assault Prevention Awareness Center n.d.). For Native American 
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communities, to address sexual violence means to not only address sexism but to address racism 

and colonialism at the same time as well (Smith & Ross 2004; Smith 2008; Smith 2011-12).  

 For undocumented women who are survivors of DVSA, there is a general fear of 

deportation and/or detention, especially in cases where their abuser holds the green card 

(“Incite!” n.d.; Sexual Assault Prevention Awareness Center n.d.). Additional barriers 

undocumented women face include language barriers in the clinics, clinics not having adequate 

legal services and resources for the complexity of undocumented women’s cases and status, and 

the erasure of these issues being related to DVSA, as mainstream feminism has historically 

declared these are issues of immigration, not DVSA (Smith 2004; Women of Color Network 

2008; “Incite!” n.d.; Sexual Assault Prevention Awareness Center n.d.).  

 For Asian American or Pacific Islander (AAPI) survivors of DVSA, they are the most 

likely to be sexually assaulted by a White perpetrator (Asian Pacific Institute on Gender-Based 

Violence. n.d.; “Incite!” n.d.). Additionally, the AAPI community has higher rates of victim-

blaming ideologies than White communities (Lee et al. 2005) and some researchers have found 

that traditional AAPI values of close family ties, harmony, and order minimize occurrences of 

DVSA rather than decreasing the rate of them (Ho 2008). While AAPI survivors, at times, face 

issues that undocumented survivors do, they then additionally face language barriers in the 

clinics (Women of Color Network 2008; Sexual Assault Prevention Awareness Center n.d.).  

 Additionally, the module then shifted to exemplify how and why distrust for the State and 

legal system are prevalent within communities of Color by discussing the Central Park Five 

Case.  The Central Park Five Case addressed the 1989 rape, assault, and sodomy of a female 

jogger in Central Park (Weiser 2014; Burns 2016). Due to the attack, the victim was in a coma 

and when she woke up had no memory of the event (Weiser 2014). Police arrested Antron 
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McCray, Raymond Santana, Kevin Richardson, Yusef Salaam, and Korey Wise as suspects, all 

of who are People of Color (POC) and were aged 14-16 years old. The boys were coerced into a 

confession by law enforcement without a parent, guardian, or lawyer present, even though they 

were minors (Weiser 2014; Burns 2016). Police denied the boys food, drink, or sleep for hours in 

an attempt to coerce them into confessing. The boys were wrongfully imprisoned until a DNA 

test revealed in 2002 the singular rapist, which was not any of the now men (Weiser 2014; Burns 

2016). Korey Wise wrongfully spent 13 years in jail and the other 4 men were wrongfully 

imprisoned for 7 years (Weiser 2014). More than just a mishandled case, media utilized racist 

rhetoric throughout the conviction and Trump even purchased full-page ads in The New York 

Times calling for more police surveillance and for the death penalty to be reinstated (Burns 

2016).  

 Cases such as this echo a long history of wrongful convictions, institutional violence, and 

racist rhetoric used to validate the imprisonment or murder of Black bodies. As exemplified with 

Emmett Till’s case, where he was brutally tortured and murdered as a 14-year-old boy for being 

accused of wolf whistling at Carolyn Bryant Donham, a white woman (Johnson 2017; Tribune 

News Services 2017). Recently, his accuser Carolyn Bryant Donham has admitted to lying about 

the occurrence but it has been verified that she will not be prosecuted (Johnson 2017; Tribune 

News Services 2017). Fueling the murder of 14-year-old Emmett Till was the mythology of the 

Black male rapist and predatory sexuality, something that was perceived to be such a threat to 

mythologized White feminine “purity,” that even the accusation or idea of this “purity” being 

approached by Blackness was seen as a validation in White communities to lynch, torture, and 

murder Black men (Lerner 1972; Davis 1981; Wriggins 1983; Greensite 2009; Campney 2015; 

“Incite!” n.d.; Sexual Assault and Prevention Awareness Center n.d). This trope followed suit in 
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the Central Park Five Case where a racist rhetoric was used by media to push for the prosecution 

and wrongful imprisonment of five Black and Brown boys and people calling for reinstating the 

death penalty and strengthening police forces (Weiser 2014; Burns 2016).  

 Due to these histories, Men of Color (MOC) are less likely to be believed as survivors 

and are also less likely to report to police due to historic and present violence against MOC 

(Sexual Assault Prevention Awareness Center n.a.) Additionally, WOC who are survivors feel 

torn at times of who or where to report to as there is a very real concern of perpetuating racist 

stereotypes that are used as an excuse to police and perpetuate violence against their 

communities and a distrust for police forces who have historically committed acts of violence not 

only against Black men, but Black women, and Black children as well (Richie 2000; Greensite 

2009; “Incite!” 2016). As a result of this, and the continued mass incarceration and police 

brutality Black communities face in the U.S., Black Lives Matter was founded in 2012 in 

response to the murder of 17-year-old Trayvon Martin and the acquittal of his murderer, George 

Zimmerman (Black Lives Matter 2012). Founded by three Black women: Alicia Garza, Patrisse 

Cullors, and Opal Tometti, the movement attempts to not only address state violence but 

interpersonal violence as well (Black Lives Matter 2012). In an attempt to apply intersectional 

feminist praxis to their movement, as gaps were exposed in advocacy for certain Black women 

and Black trans-men and –women, extensions of Black Lives Matter have responded with 

#SayHerName and #BlackTransLivesMatter (Black Lives Matter 2012).  

 Unrelated to Black Lives Matter and the reemergence of the Black liberation movement, 

yet still related to feminist work and policy changes of the present day, was the White House’s 

2011 Dear Colleague Letter that reminded colleges that they have an obligation to follow Title 

IX and to protect their students from hostile environments by proactively handling reported 
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sexual assault cases. Another major legislative change related to DVSA came in 2013 when the 

FBI’s Rape Addendum changed the definition of sexual assault, which used to be gendered and 

used the pronoun “her,” to any penetration of any orifice of the victim without their consent 

(FBI: UCR 2013). This served as a much-needed step into the gender-inclusive and non-

heteronormative recognition of sexual violence, though, there still is a long way to go until this is 

achieved on a de jure and de facto level. 

 The module concluded with an exercise where participants assembled in groups and 

discussed what went well and what could have gone better with The Women’s March on 

Washington this year. After discussing with their groups, participants shared things that stood 

out to their group with the whole group of participants. Finally, the module made mention of the 

“Era of Trump” as a reminder that there is much work to still be done and that survivors’ agency 

is a continual fight as we saw with the Safe Campus Act proposal and this year’s HB51 proposed 

legislation in Georgia.   

 

IV. Module 4: Summarization and Application of SAPA 201 pt. 1 

  

 While developing Module 4, a few final pieces of literature were reviewed to help 

develop the theoretical framework of effective allyship, to enhance participants’ understanding 

of the nuances of allyship, to enhance participants’ ability to apply an intersectional lens of 

sexual violence to one’s everyday activism, and how to understand accountability. Ultimately 

though, as a Module heavily focused on summarizing and applying theory and content reviewed 

in prior Modules, most additional reading done for this Module were news articles and videos to 

open up discussion and analysis of intersectional problems. One theoretical piece established 
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during this Module though, was the idea of “Exclusion vs. Tokenization” where it was 

communicated that exclusion due to a lack of opportunities and/or a hostile environment is an 

issue WOC note in surveys about their professional experiences, tokenization, or hiring them as 

“representatives” of their community is a serious problem as well (Women of Color Network; 

Women of Color Network 2013). Examples of this have been seen in the DVSA movement 

where WOC and multilingual women are hired for a specific position but then are expected to do 

uncompensated additional labor to increase services, outreach, and/or inclusion of communities 

they identify with (Women of Color Network 2013). 

 An additional concept this Module introduced was the ambiguity of language in activist 

and advocacy-based work. While it was noted that having a written open statement of the goals 

and values of an organization or movement can increase accountability, this does not surmount 

that much if the statement consists only of words rather than actions (Women of Color Network 

2008). Related to the issue of language was then the concept and issue of “Speaking on Behalf of 

Others” (Alcoff 2008) where allies and/or advocates take up space rather than make space for the 

groups they are trying to support. Following this concept was a slide that provided participants 

points of reflection when analyzing and actualizing their allyship: intent vs. effect, 

accountability, humility, and not taking up space. Following this slide was an exercise for 

participants to group up again and discuss the difference between intent and effect of the 

following scenarios: Adele’s 2017 Grammy Speech (Powers 2017), Rachel Dolezal (Oluo 2015), 

and Andrea Smith (Solomon 2015) (who is a White professor and Native American who claimed 

to be Cherokee and ironically, whose theoretical work on Native American feminisms was 

utilized when developing my curriculum and thesis.). Finally the Module ended by listing out 

future direction for SAPA 201 pt. 2 which intends to include a Module on Interpersonal Violence 
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and LGBTQ+ Communities, Toxic Masculinity and Effemephobia, and Ableism and 

Interpersonal Violence.  

 

Method 

 

I. Participants 

  

 The sample used in my evaluation was made up of 11 undergraduate students, between 

their 2nd and 4th years at Emory University. The only inclusion criterion for participating in the 

SAPA 201 pilot test evaluation was to be an undergraduate college student. I utilized 

convenience-sampling methods as described in the “Procedures” section below.  

 

II. Measures 

  

 a. Demographics and Characteristics. Participants first self-reported their gender 

(open-ended), class year at Emory (1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th), their race and/or ethnic identity from 7 

categories (African American/Black, White, Asian American Pacific Islander, Latinx, Hispanic, 

Mixed Race, or Other). Participants then indicated their level of familiarity and/or involvement 

with SAPA via 4 questions inquiring about their SAPA status (SAPA 101 trained, SAPA 

Advocate, SAPA Peer Facilitator, and/or SAPA Executive Board Member).  See Appendix B.  

 

 b. Confidence Scale: Sexual Violence, Racism, Intersectionality, 1800s-1960s, 1900s- 

Present, Allyship. A 20-item questionnaire was developed and designed as a seven point Likert 
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scale. A new instrument was developed, opposed to using an existing knowledge questionnaire, 

due to the novelty of this theory-based curriculum. The instrument was a self-efficacy scale, as 

the language of the wording is around “confidence to…”, and was used to measure participants’ 

self-confidence with the skills, abilities, and content the curriculum was aiming for them to 

develop. Learning objectives were created for each module, and corresponding items on the 

instrument were developed to measure a participant’s level of confidence in attaining each 

objective. Although question items were developed from the objectives of each module, each 

item could be and was categorized as an item related to sexual violence, racism, intersectionality, 

1800s-1960s: Legal and Political History, 1960s-Present: Legal and Political History, or 

Allyship. Overall, the scale was a 20-item questionnaire designed as a seven point Likert scale 

and was used to measure participants’ self-confidence with the skills, abilities, and content the 

curriculum was aiming for them to develop via participating in SAPA 201. The scale consists of 

items such as, “I feel confident in my ability to discuss the nuances of allyship…” which 

participants rated on a scale from 1 to 7, 1 being “no confidence” and 7 being “very confident.” 

Participants completed this questionnaire both before and after participating in SAPA 201 

changes in their confidence levels could be evaluated before and after receiving the curriculum. 

In addition to the questionnaire items of the pretest, the posttest also consisted of a “free 

response” section where participants were asked to list their favorite and least favorite aspects of 

the curriculum and what worked well about the training session and what could have been 

improved. Participants were then asked whether there was either any unnecessary or missing 

content in the SAPA 201 curriculum. They were finally asked in the posttest if they would 

recommend SAPA 201 to a friend and if they would be interested in taking SAPA 201 pt. 2 

based on their experience with SAPA 201 pt. 1. See appendices B and C.  
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III. Procedure 

  

 Undergraduate students were recruited via convenience sampling from online recruitment 

(Facebook posts, listservs, etc.). Interested individuals filled out the SAPA 201 Google sign-up 

form and were sent a reminder email 48 hours before the training. Participants came to 

Penthouse Towers on a Sunday afternoon from 2PM-4PM for SAPA 201. Before beginning the 

training participants filled out the pre-test questionnaire that took approximately 10 minutes to 

complete (see Appendix B). The session was led via Google slides and Youtube videos of related 

content and skits (see Appendix A). An interactive activity utilizing the list of privileges in 

Peggy McIntosh’s “White Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack” essay (1988) was 

integrated by having participants work in groups to discuss how various privileges listed apply to 

other dominant sociopolitical identities other than race (see Appendix D). For example, one 

group mentioned item number 20 on McIntosh’s list: “I can easily buy posters, postcards, picture 

books, greeting cards, dolls, toys, and children’s magazines featuring people of my race.” 

(McIntosh 1988) and how this statement could also apply to privileges associated with sexuality, 

religion, and ability.  

 The curriculum session took approximately 2 hours to complete and participants then 

completed the post-test questionnaire that took approximately 15 minutes to complete (see 

Appendix C). No monetary compensation was provided for participants but complimentary 

brunch was provided. Participants were provided more information regarding the intent and 

interests of my curriculum and evaluation and participants of were provided my contact 

information (university e-mail address and phone number) should they have any additional 
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questions or concerns. All participants received the same questionnaire and were presented the 

same curriculum.  

 

IV. Design 

  

 For my pilot program evaluation a descriptive pretest/posttest study design was 

implemented to determine if the curriculum was effective (increased confidence levels related to 

module objectives) and to evaluate the qualitative feedback received from participants on areas 

of strength in the curriculum, areas of improvement, what was effective, what was not and other 

thoughts and/or suggestions they may have had. The evaluation collected qualitative and 

quantitative data and ran within-subjects analyses. After collecting data, ExCel was used to 

develop and analyze descriptives and/or changes in confidence towards certain content, skills, 

and abilities. Qualitative feedback from the free response of the posttest instrument was analyzed 

by coding the feedback by reading through the feedback thrice, listing common themes in the 

feedback, and listing ways that these themes were connected.  

 

Results 

 

I. Sample Demographics 

  

 Of the eleven participants, four had no prior experience with SAPA (36.4%) and seven 

had at least been SAPA 101 trained (63.6%). Out of the seven participants who had at least been 

SAPA 101 trained, only two were SAPA Advocates (28.5% of those SAPA trained; 18.2% of all 
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participants) and these two participants were also the only two participants who were also SAPA 

Peer Facilitators and SAPA Executive Board Members.  

 The majority of participants identified as a woman (81.8%, n = 9), some participants 

identified as a man (18.2%, n = 2), and no participants identified as trans*, genderqueer, or non-

binary. Class years of the participants were distributed as follows: zero first years (0%), one 

second year (9.1%), five third years (45.5%), and five fourth years (45.5%). The racial make-up 

of participants was as follows: three White participants (27.3%), four African-American/Black 

participants (36.4%), three Asian American Pacific Islander participants (27.3%), one Mixed 

Race participant (9.1%), zero Latinx participants (0%), zero Hispanic participants (0%), and zero 

Native American/Indigenous participants (0%). 

  

II. Overall Descriptives for Measures 

  

 See Table 2 for overall descriptive statistics of each individual questionnaire item, each 

confidence in attaining the objective by each item type (sexual violence, racism, 

intersectionality, 1800s-1960s, 1960s-present, and allyship), and overall self-confidence scores. 

The change in mean score for sexual violence questions was 0.53, 0.43 for racism questions, 1.01 

for intersectionality typed questions, 0.84 for allyship questions, 2.96 for 1800s-1960s based 

questions, and 2.59 for 1960s-present based questions. Thus, the largest changes in mean scores 

for confidence were 1800s-1960s based questions and 1960s-present based questions, followed 

by intersectionality typed questions. The total mean score for participants before taking the 

curriculum was 83.41 (140 is the maximum possible score, 0 is the lower possible score) with 

individual scores ranging from 62-112. The total mean score for participants after taking the 
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curriculum was 114.84 with individual scores ranging from 101-126. Overall, the change in total 

mean scores for participants before and after taking the SAPA 201 curriculum was a 31.43 point 

increase and the range of scores compared between the pretest and posttest data halved, 

indicating that there is less of a disparity of knowledge amongst participants after taking SAPA 

201.  

 In the posttest, 10 participants indicated they would recommend SAPA 201 to a peer or 

friend (90.9%) and all 11 participants indicated that they would be interested in taking a SAPA 

201 pt. 2 curriculum based off of their experience with SAPA 201 pt. 1 (100%).  

 

III. Free-Response Qualitative Data  

  

 In the free-response section of the posttest (see Appendix C) some of the major themes 

participants listed as their favorite elements of SAPA were the inclusion of Women of Color’s 

contributions to sexual violence prevention activism (Black feminist theory vs. White 

mainstream feminism, Native American and AAPI statistics, racism and classism within the 

feminist movement), the historical content, and the curriculum’s engagement with the audience. 

This corresponded closely with the major themes that came up when analyzing what participants 

thought went well with SAPA 201: engagement (discussions, activities, videos, etc.), 

intersectional perspective, and the timeline of events. 

 Some of the major themes participants listed as their least favorite elements of SAPA 

were the length of the curriculum (time, amount of material, etc.), word density on the slides (too 

much reading, concentration issues for participants, etc.), and the heavy focus on Black feminist 

theory (a few participants listed a desire to learn more about other WOC’s feminisms). This 
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corresponded closely with the major themes that came up when analyzing what participants 

thought could be improved upon for SAPA 201 which included and desire for more audience 

interaction and engagement and less words and content on the slides. Another major theme 

participants mentioned when addressing how to improve SAPA 201 was a desire for more of the 

curriculum to be spent on activities or discussions on how to apply the historical content to the 

present, which could also provide an opportunity to improve audience engagement. 

 When addressing what participants found unnecessary, participants generally did not list 

any aspect or subject of SAPA 201 to be unnecessary, but two participants emphasized the need 

for more selectivity when deciding what historical figures and events to include. Participants 

generally did not have any additional content or subjects they would have liked to see added to 

SAPA 201. An exception is that one participant wanted ableism to be incorporated into the 

curriculum and another participant who wanted there to be time for discussion after the entire 

curriculum had been delivered for future SAPA 201 sessions.  

 

Discussion 

 

 The evaluation examined whether there was an increase between pretest and posttest 

scores for participants of SAPA 201 in a sample of eleven undergraduates. It was hypothesized 

that there would be an examinable difference in pretest and posttest scores among participants. It 

was also hypothesized that participants who were not SAPA trained would have a larger increase 

between their pretest and posttest scores compared to SAPA trained participants. This evaluation 

is important as in recent years SAPA has received a plethora of feedback about the gaps in our 

programming and organization regarding intersectionality and other forms of institutional 
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violence. A conversation of how to best respond, address, and correct this gap has occurred 

amongst members of the SAPA Executive Board and Emory University’s Respect Program for 

two years now. While feminist research has been conducted analyzing peer-led efforts to address 

sexual assault on college campuses, which includes peer-led sexual violence curricula (Krause et 

al. 2017). Missing from this conversation is an analysis of what effect or impact an intersectional 

peer-led sexual violence curriculum could have on students’ everyday activism and advocacy. 

This evaluation helps alleviate both the disparities brought to SAPA’s attention as well as 

disparities in the literature that is scarce of evaluations on intersectional college sexual assault 

curricula.  

 Unfortunately, this evaluation did not have enough participants to yield analyses to test 

for significant changes in mean pretest and posttest scores, but based on the data that was 

collected it does appear that there is a change in mean pretest and posttest scores (significance is 

unable to be tested). While qualitative data coded provided valuable insight in ways that SAPA 

201 could be improved upon in terms of content, delivery, and flow, again, due to the small 

sample size, it is not possible to draw conclusive results as results may have been heavily 

influenced by outliers or anomalies or may have had a larger margin of error than a large sample 

size would have.  

 Increasing the evaluation studies sample size to test for significant changes in mean test 

scores may be a point of future interest for researchers, along with an additional delayed posttest 

to be delivered to participants one week and/or one month after participating in SAPA 201 to 

measure content retention.  
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I. Reflections and Limitations 

  

 When initially designing this project, my original idea of SAPA 201 consisted of a 7-

module curriculum that also included LGBTQ+ barriers and issues related to sexual and 

interpersonal violence and resources, ability and disability, and toxic masculinities/effemephobia 

and how this contributes to a culture of violence and creates barriers for masculine-identifying 

survivors.  Due to time restraints, I decided to reduce the SAPA 201 to a 5-module curriculum 

that focused mostly on intersectionality, the history of the anti-violence movements, and race and 

class based tensions throughout the anti-rape and anti-violence U.S. movements. Even then, only 

while researching and collecting sources did I begin to fully recognize the vastness of the project 

I had taken on. As listed in the qualitative feedback I received, my curriculum did end up 

focusing heavily on the tensions specifically between Black feminists and mainstream White 

feminists throughout U.S. history and did lack substantial mention and attention to Latina, 

Chicana, Asian American Pacific Islander, and Native American feminisms and issues (though, I 

did include information on the latter two).  

 While assessing of how to improve SAPA 201, I will have to decide and weigh my 

options of either including other isms and forms of violence (ableism, homophobia, 

transmisogyny, etc.) to SAPA 201 pt. 1 or if I will need to develop a separate and new pt. 2 

curricula to further fill in these gaps. Most likely, future modules will be developed for a separate 

SAPA 201 pt. 2 in order to avoid overloading the curriculum on content. 

 Additionally, as participants mentioned in their qualitative feedback, the content, length 

and time of the curriculum were all too long and heavy—some even noted that the length and 

amount of content resulted in a lapse of concentration and content absorption. In response to this, 
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when updating SAPA 201 pt. 1, delivering the modules at separate times in order to lighten the 

load will definitely be considered. While attempting to share a typically erased or ignored history 

and issues facing WOC, I faced the difficult decision of what content and material to include and 

what content and material not to include. This felt like a paradoxical task, one that I felt as if I 

was repeating past historical patterns of privileged groups deciding which stories are valid or 

important enough to share and discuss and which are not, which was extremely ironic since the 

development of my curriculum was an attempt to center the experiences and contributions WOC 

have made and continue to make to the anti-violence and rape-crises movements. I do understand 

though that cutting back on some content and length could definitely increase content absorption 

and retention, so this is an area I will need to further explore.  

 Related to the issue of length and breadth of my curriculum, even though in the final 

module I did include videos and discussion activities, the two prior content heavy and 

historically based modules probably exhausted participants to the point of mentally disengaging 

or no longer wanting to participate in discussions or other activities. When re-evaluating and 

editing my curriculum, I will have to consider ways of how to create a more consistent flow of 

audience engagement and participation rather than the more sporadic model I implemented.  

 Finally, in terms of evaluation design, although I initially had 22 students sign up for the 

SAPA 201 only 11 showed up on the day of the training. In addition to the small sample size, 

another limitation was that the sample was from self-selection and did not represent the campus 

demographics or the national college and university student body demographics well. This 

greatly limited my ability to analyze quantitative or qualitative data for any statistically 

significant changes in total scores or scores by question type or to make any sort of inferences. 

Additionally, due to time constraints, I did not have the ability to implement an additional 
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posttest one week or one month after the pilot training in order to analyze to what extent 

participants retained SAPA 201’s content or to inquire if or how they applied any curriculum 

material into their daily lives or advocacy.   

 

II. Future Directions 

  

 Based off of the initial findings of my pilot test evaluation, a useful next step would be to 

create and distribute a follow-up questionnaire for inaugural participants to administer 1 month 

and then 3 months after their initial training to analyze content retention and their ability to apply 

curriculum content to everyday life and advocacy. Also, since questionnaire items were 

generated from the modules’ objectives, in a way, this was teaching the test before administering 

it, so a delayed posttest to measure content retention or a stronger instrument to measure actual 

changes in attitude, knowledge, and self-efficacy is needed. Ultimately, testing more 

systematically to generate a more representative and larger sample size would also allow 

inferences and tests for significance to be made. Additionally, based off of qualitative feedback I 

received, I will edit and revise the SAPA 201 pt. 1 curriculum to decrease the length, increase 

opportunities for audience engagement, and enhance the flow of the presentation by shortening 

slide length and making sure the opportunities for audience engagement are throughout the 

presentation instead of heavily and solely in only two of the modules.  

 My following step will be working on adjusting some of SAPA 201 pt. 1’s content and 

then digitizing it 1 with the Respect over the summer so it is prepared and ready to be 

implemented during Resident Advisor and Orientation Leader trainings in August. Following 

this step, I plan to work on or at least develop the foundation for SAPA 201 pt. 2 to enhance the 
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general curriculum and campus consciousness around LGBTQ+ issues, ableism, and toxic 

masculinities in relation to sexual violence.  

 In future pilot evaluations for SAPA 201 pt. 1 revisions and SAPA 201 pt. 2, I intend to 

increase participant numbers by perhaps increasing the incentives or increasing publicity. Also, 

for future pilots and program evaluations of SAPA 201 pt. 1 and pt. 2, I will develop a content 

based quiz for every module so I may better analyze the actual increase in knowledge, skills, and 

abilities, rather than participants’ perceived self-confidence in relation to these items. 

 An additional point of interest and future exploration is that even though transgender, 

bisexual, and gender non-conforming individuals were approximately just as likely to experience 

SV in comparison to women (Cantor et al. 2015), none of the literature on sexual assault 

educational programs made mention of any evaluation on educational programs that focused or 

made mention of how SV and IPV impacts the LGBTQ+ community, specific resources, 

empowering strategies, or intersectional activism for this community (Gidycz et al. 2001; 

Anderson and Winston 2005; Senn 2011; Vladitiu et al. 2011; Katz and DuBois 2013; Jozkowski 

et al. 2014; Krause et al. 2017). Recent research has also revealed that bisexual, transgender, and 

gender non-conforming individuals experience SV on college campuses at a near equivalent rate 

as female undergraduates (22%-27%, depending on public vs. private institutions, respectively) 

(Cantor et al. 2015).  

 This was verified by the 2015 Campus Climate Survey Validation Study (Bureau of 

Justice Statistics) that found 1 in 4 transgender students and 1 in 3 bisexual students experience 

SV while in college. Additionally, the CDC’s 2010 study on the rates of intimate partner 

violence (IPV) and SV in relation to sexual orientation found that 60% of bisexual women had 

experienced SV or IPV in their lifetime, 46% of bisexual women were raped by a partner in their 
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lifetime, and 48% of bisexual women displayed a concern for their safety or at least one sign of 

PTSD after their attack. For lesbians these numbers were 44%, 13%, and 20%, respectively, and 

35%, 17%, and 22% for heterosexual women (CDC 2010). For bisexual men researchers found 

that 37% had experienced IPV or SV in their lifetime and when considering SV other than rape, 

47% of bisexual men had experienced this (CDC 2010). For gay men these numbers were 26% 

and 40%, respectively, and 29% and 21% for heterosexual men (CDC 2010).  

 Considering these statistics, it was extremely concerning that no SV curricula in the 

literature reviewed had mentioned an inclusion of SV within LGBTQ+ communities (Gidycz et 

al. 2001; Anderson and Winston 2005; Senn 2011; Vladitiu et al. 2011; Katz and DuBois 2013; 

Jozkowski et al. 2014; Krause et al. 2017). This is especially troubling as the CDC 

recommended, as a result of their 2010 study, that efforts be made to develop culturally 

competent services for the LGBTQ+ community (which should include education and awareness 

raising). In the development of future modules of SAPA 201, there is undeniably a serious need 

for the historical content, past and current policies, and present around issues facing the 

LGBTQ+ community to be included.    
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1%"�#�*&)6��"#,/"�1%"*0")3"0�)"!�1,�����//&"/�&+�/"� %&+$�,21
Ɣ �+1&Ǹ/� &01�*,3"*"+10�%�3"�&$+,/"!�%,4�0"5&0*�*�$+&#&"0�/� &�)�

,--/"00&,+
ż �%"+�!&0 200&+$�/�-"� 2)12/"Ǥ�*�6�#, 20�*,/"�,+�*61%�,#��)� (�*�)"�/�-&01�

4%& %�'201&#&"!�)6+ %&+$0��+!�*�00�&+ �/ "/�1&,+
ż �$+,/"�1%"�"5-"/&"+ "0�,#�����&#�1%"&/�"5-"/&"+ "0� ,2)!��"�20"!�1,�

-"/-"12�1"�1%&0�*61%
ż �)� (�4,*"+�%�3"�-/"002/"�1,� %,,0"��"&+$���4,*�+�,/��)� (�ʴ��" ,*"0��+�

"&1%"/ȇ,/� ,+2+!/2*
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¤ĐƁƅĐƋĐŕƓãƓĳŠŕãŌ�UŕƓĐƅƋĐăƓĳŠŕãŌĳƓƶ
Ɣ �*�$"0��+!� /&1&.2"0�,#�&*�$"0�,#�����&$+,/"�&+1"/"010�,#�����

ʴ�/� &�)��+!�0"52�)�02�,/!&+�1&,+�/"&+#,/ "�"� %�,1%"/
Ɣ �+01/2*"+1�)&7�1&,+�,#�����4%,�#� "�3&,)"+ "�,+)6�1,�0%&#1�

#, 20�,+��%&1"�4,*"+�4%,�#� "�3&,)"+ "
Ɣ �� &01�"5-"/&"+ "0�2+!"/01,,!�1%/,2$%�)"+0�,#����)� (�*�+Ǧ�

�"5&01�"5-"/&"+ "0�2+!"/01,,!�1%/,2$%�)"+0�,#���*&!!)"Ǹ )�00Ǥ�
�%&1"�4,*�+

rUƋŠĨƶŕŠĳƅ
Ɣ �"/*� ,&+"!�&+�ǑǏǏǏ0��6��/ǣ��,6����&)"6
Ɣ ǰ��-�/1& 2)�/��/�+!�,#�%�1/"!�!&/" 1"!��1��)� (�4,*"+�&+�

�*"/& �+�3&02�)��+!�-,-2)�/� 2)12/"Ǳ

UŕƓĐƅƋĐăƓĳŠŕãŌĳƓƶ
Ɣ ǰ�%"/"�&0�+,�02 %�1%&+$��0���0&+$)"Ǹ&002"�01/2$$)"��" �20"�4"�

!,�+,1�)&3"�0&+$)"Ǹ&002"�)&3"0ǱǸ��2!/"��,/!"Ǥ�ǰ�"�/+&+$�#/,*�
1%"�ǕǏ0Ǳ�&+��&01"/��210&!"/ǥ��00�60��+!��-"" %"0��6��2!/"�

�,/!"

ȿÐįĳƓĐ� ƅĳƯĳŌĐĨĐȠ�¹ŕƁãăňĳŕĨ�ƓįĐ�UtƯĳƋĳāŌĐ�gŕãƁƋãăňɀ�3ƵĐƅăĳƋĐ
rŠĉƙŌĐ�ȌȠQĳƋƓŠƅƶ�ŠĦ��ăƓĳƯĳƋœ�ãŕĉ� ŠŌĳăĳĐƋ��ƅŠƙŕĉ�ªĐƵƙãŌ�

ÏĳŠŌĐŕăĐ�ȴȋȒȊȊƋȸȋȓȐȊƋȵ�
�#1"/�1%&0�*,!2)"Ǥ�)"�/+"/0�4&))��"���)"�1,ǥ

ǐǣ �"0 /&�"�*�',/�"3"+10�/")�1"!�1,��+1&Ǹ3&,)"+ "�*,3"*"+1�4&1%&+�
1&*"�-"/&,!�

Ǒǣ �&0 200�+�1&,+�)�-,)& &"0��/,2+!�0"52�)�3&,)"+ "�4&1%&+�1&*"�
-"/&,!

ǒǣ �"0 /&�"�1"+0&,+0�4&1%&+�3�/&,20�#"*&+&01�*,3"*"+10�4&1%&+�
1&*"�-"/&,!

Ǔǣ �" ,$+&7"�1%"� ,+1/&�21&,+0�4,*"+�,#� ,),/�%�3"�*�!"�1,�1%"�
#&")!�,#��+1&Ǹ3&,)"+ "�� 1&3&0*�!2/&+$�1%&0�1&*"�-"/&,!

�
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HŠƙŕĉãƓĳŠŕ�ŠĦ�¹ȦªȦ�¤ãƁĐ�jãưƋ
Ɣ �&/���11%"4���)"�ǐǕǖǏ0��+$)�+!� %&"#�201& "

ż �+#)2"+ "!��)� (01,+"�ʴ�#,2+!�1&,+�,#��ǣ�ǣ� ,**,+�)�4
ż ��-"��+!�01�120�,#�4,*"+�ʴ�-/,-"/16�3&,)�1&,+
ż ��//&�$"�&0�-"/*�+"+1� ,+0"+1�ȁ �++,1��"�/"1/� 1"!Ȃ
ż �"1Ǹ2-�0%,/1�01�121"�,#�)&*&1�1&,+0
ż �&1"!�&+��ǣ�ǣ� ,2/10�2-�2+1&)�ǐǘǘǒ

Ɣ ǰ��)"ǯ0�&+01/2 1&,+0Ǳ�ʴ��)�&*0�&1�&0�"�06�#,/�4,*"+�1,�ǰ )�&*�
/�-"Ǳ��21�%�/!�#,/�*"+�1,�!"#"+!�1%"*0")3"0
ż ǕǏǯ0�ʖ�ǖǏǯ0�ʴ�'2!$"0�&+ )2!&+$�1%&0�4&1%�&+01/2 1&,+0�1,�'2/&"0�

ªĐƵƙãŌ�ÏĳŠŌĐŕăĐ�ÐĳƓįĳŕ�ƓįĐ��ŕƓĐāĐŌŌƙœ� ĐƅĳŠĉ
Ɣ �)�3"/6�ʛ� ,**,+�-/� 1& "�1%/,2$%,21�1%"��,21%Ǧ��)� (�-"/0,+0�

0""+��+!�1/"�1"!��0�-/,-"/16
ż �)� (�4,*"+�/�-"!��6��%&1"�0)�3"�,4+"/0

Ŷ ��-"!�1,�0201�&+�-/� 1& "�,#�0)�3"/6�ʴ�ǰ-/,!2 "!Ǳ�4,/(#,/ "
Ɣ �/�+0Ǹ�1)�+1& �0)�3"�1/�!"�&0�,21)�4"!�&+�ǐǗǏǗ�ȁ01&))�/,2$%)6�Ǔ�

*&))&,+�"+0)�3"!�-"/0,+0�&+��ǣ�ǣ��1�1%&0�1&*"Ȃ
Ŷ �%&1"�1"//,/&0*��$�&+01�1%"��)� (�#�*&)6��+!��)� (�*�0 2)&+&16��0�4"))�

Ɣ �)� (�*"+�2+��)"�1,�-/,1" 1��)� (�4,*"+�#/,*��%&1"�*"+
Ɣ �)� (�4,*"+�2+��)"�1,�$&3"�,/�/"1�&+� ,+0"+1�,/�-/,1" 1�1%"*0")3"0�

"Ōãăň�ăŠœœƙŕĳƓĳĐƋ�ĳŕ�ƓįĐ�ãŕƓĐāĐŌŌƙœ� ĐƅĳŠĉ
Ɣ �,1��)),4"!�1,�1"01&#6�&+� ,2/1��$�&+01��%&1"�-",-)"�,/�01/&("�

���%&1"�-"/0,+�ȁ"3"+�&+�0")#Ǹ!"#"+0"Ȃ
ż �2/!"/&+$���0)�3"�4�0�+,1�1/"�1"!��0�*2/!"/
ż ��-&+$����)� (�4,*"+�ȁ�6�+,+Ǹ0)�3",4+"/Ȃ�1/"�1"!��0�ǰ1/"0-�00&+$Ǳ

Ŷ �� /&*"��$�&+01�0)�3",4+"/�,#�1%"�/�-"!�4,*�+ǣǣǣ+,1�1%"�4,*�+�
Ɣ �+0)�3"!�-",-)"�+,1�-�00&3"�ʴ�/"0&01"!��6�0),4&+$�!,4+�

4,/(-� "Ǥ�!"01/,6&+$� /,-0Ǥ�#�(&+$�&))+"00Ǥ�/2++&+$��4�6Ǥ�
!"3"),-&+$�01/,+$� ,**2+&1&"0�4&1%�#")),4�0)�3"0Ǥ�/"3,)1&+$Ǥ�
0" /"1)6�1"� %&+$�"� %�,1%"/�%,4�1,�/"�!��+!�4/&1"Ǥ�"1 ǣ�

³įĐ��ŕƓĐāĐŌŌƙœ�ƁĐƅĳŠĉȠ�ªŌãƯĐƅƶ�ãŕĉ�ªĐƵƙãŌ�ÏĳŠŌĐŕăĐ
Ɣ �)� (�4,*"+��"�1"+Ǥ�/"+1"!�,21�#,/�0"5Ǥ�1/�!"!Ǥ�,/�$&3"+��4�6

ż �%&1"�4,*"+�/"&+#,/ "!��%&1"��2-/"*� 6��0�4"))
Ɣ ��/120��".2&12/��"+1/2*�ʴ�*�("0� %&)!�$�&+�)"$�)�01�120�,#�1%"�

*,1%"/�ʴ��)� (�4,*"+��,/"�0)�3"0�ȁ/"$�/!)"00�,#�-�1"/+&16ȂǦ�
�%&1"�4,*"+��,/"�#/""� %&)!/"+

Ɣ �)� (�4,*"+ǯ0��$"+ 6�+,1�)"$�))6�/" ,$+&7"!
ż �,�/" ,$+&7"!�)"$�)�/&$%1�1,� ,+0"+1�ȁ,/�4&1%%,)!Ȃ�
ż �"52�)�3&,)"+ "�1%"6�"5-"/&"+ "!�+,1�)"$�))6�/" ,$+&7"!
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³įĐ��ŕƓĐāĐŌŌƙœ�ƁĐƅĳŠĉȠ�ÐįĳƓĐ�ãŕĉ�"Ōãăň�ÐŠœĐŕ�
Ɣ �%&1"�4,*"+�ʛ�-2/&16Ǧ��)� (�4,*"+�ʛ�%6-"/0"52�)&7"!

ż 
�&+�$"+!"/��+!�/� &�)�-/&3&)"$"�!2"�1,��%&1"��2-/"*� 6��+!�-"/ "&3"!�
ǰ$"+!"/)"00+"00Ǳ�,#��)� (�4,*"+�ȁ!2"�1,�/� &0*Ȃ

ż �+���-"!"01�)��ȇ ��)� (�4,*"+�1/"�1"!��+!�)��")"!�ǰ'"7"�")0ǤǱ�&*-2/"Ǥ�"1 ǣ
Ŷ �%&1"�*"+��)�*"!��"%�3&,/�,+�-/,*&0 2&16�,#�1%"��)� (�4,*"+�1%"6�/�-"!

ż �)� (�*"+�+,1�6"1�)��")"!��0�ǰ0"52�)�-/"!�1,/0ȇ1%/"�10Ǳ�1,��%&1"�4,*"+ǯ0�
�2/&16�ʴ�%�--"+0�!2/&+$��" ,+01/2 1&,+�4%"+��)� (� ,**2+&16�$�&+0��$"+ 6ǧ

ªŠńŠƙƅŕĐƅ�³ƅƙƓį�ȴȋȑȓȑȸȋȒȒȍȵ
Ɣ �,/+�&+1,�0)�3"/6�&+���Ǥ�#/""!�ȁǐǗǑǖȂǸ�0)�3"/6���,)&0%"!�&+���
Ɣ ��,)&1&,+Ǥ�4,*"+ǯ0�/&$%10Ǥ� &3&)�/&$%10
Ɣ �00&01"!�/2+�4�6��+!�#/""!�0)�3"0�4%,� �*"�2-��,/1%
Ɣ ǰ�&+ǯ1������,*�+ǪǱ�0-"" %��1��,*"+ǯ0��&$%10��,+3"+1&,+�

�,+3"+1&,+�&+��(/,+Ǥ����ȁǐǗǔǐȂ
ż �&0/"$�/!�,#��)� (�4,*"+ǯ0�&002"0�&+�*�&+01/"�*ȇ�%&1"�4,*"+ǯ0�*,3"*"+1�

Ɣ �,*"+ǯ0��&$%10��,+3"+1&,+�&+��&)3"/���("Ǥ��+!&�+��ȁǐǗǔǗȂ
ż �  20"!�,#��"&+$���*�+�&+���!/"00�ʴ�0%,40��/"�010�1,�-/,3"�0%"�&0���4,*�+��

tãƓĳƯĐ��œĐƅĳăãŕ�ÐŠœĐŕ�ĳŕ�¹ȦªȦ�QĳƋƓŠƅƶ
Ɣ ��1&3"��*"/& �+�4,*"+�0601"*�1& �))6�/�-"!��0���1,,)�,#�

 ,),+&�)&0*��+!�!"%2*�+&7�1&,+�!2/&+$�1%&0�1&*"
ż �+1&/"� ,**2+&1&"0�,#���1&3"��*"/& �+0�*�00� /"!�
ż ��1&3"��*"/& �+�4,*"+�/�-"!��+!�*2/!"/"!�1,��11� (�-,-2)�1&,+�$/,41%�ʴ�

��1&3"��*"/& �+�4,*"+�,#� "/1�&+�1/&�"0�4%,�$�3"��&/1%�1,�*&5"!� %&)!/"+�
#/,*�/�-"�-/,%&�&1"!�1,�*�//6��+!�%�3"� %&)!/"+�4&1%���1&3"��*"/& �+�*"+

Ɣ �,!&"0��/"�ǰ,1%"/"!Ǳ��+!�,�'" 1&#&"!�3&���%&1"�$�7"

³įĐ��œĐƅĳăãŕ�$ĳƯĳŌ�Ðãƅ�ȴȋȒȐȋȸȋȒȐȏȵ�ɡ�¤ĐăŠŕƋƓƅƙăƓĳŠŕ
Ɣ �+2�/6�ǐ01Ǥ�ǐǗǕǒ�ʴ��*�+ &-�1&,+��/, )�*�1&,+

ż �)�3"/6�"+!"!��21�/� &�)�!&0 /&*&+�1&,+��+!��%&1"��2-/"*� 6� ,+1&+2"
Ɣ �,1���0&+$)"� �0"�,#�/�-"�-2�)& &7"!�!2/&+$�1%"��&3&)���/
Ɣ �" ,+01/2 1&,+�-"/&,!�ȁǐǗǕǔǸǐǗǖǖȂ�ʴ�3"/6�3&,)"+1�-"/&,!�

�$�&+01��)� (� ,**2+&1&"0
ż �%&1"�*,�0��2/+"!��)� (� %2/ %"0��+!��)� (�%,*"0
ż �%&1"�*,�0�/�-"!��)� (�4,*"+��0���#,/*�,#��%&1"�1"//,/&0*
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³įĐ�gƙ�gŌƙƵ�gŌãŕ�ãŕĉ�UŕƓĐƅƁĐƅƋŠŕãŌ�ÏĳŠŌĐŕăĐ
Ɣ 	,2+!"!�&+�ǐǗǕǕ�ȁǐ�6"�/��#1"/��&3&)���/�"+!0Ȃ

ż ��-"!��)� (�4,*"+Ǥ�*2/!"/"!��)� (�*"+Ǥ� ,**&11"!�3&,)"+ "��$�&+01��)� (�
 ,**2+&1&"0��+!�1%"&/�-/,-"/16

Ɣ �61%�,#��)� (�*�)"�/�-&01��"$&+0��0��)� (� ,**2+&1&"0�$�&+�
-,)&1& �)��$"+ 6ǣǣǣ%**ǧ
ż �3"/�ǐǏǤǏǏǏ��)� (�*"+�)6+ %"!�ǒ�!" �!"0��#1"/��&3&)���/�
ż �,01�)6+ %&+$0�!&!+ǯ1�&+ )2!"���/�-"��  20�1&,+�ʴ��))�!&00&!"+10�,#�/� &0*
ż �)� (�4,*"+��)0,�)6+ %"!�ȁ202�))6��#1"/��"&+$�/�-"!Ȃ

Ŷ �,$& �)�$�-�1%�1�)6+ %&+$0�4"/"�&+�/"0-,+0"�1,��)� (�*�)"�/�-&010

rĐœƁįĳƋ�¤ĳŠƓƋ�ŠĦ�ȋȒȐȐ
Ɣ ǒ�!�6�/&,1�ʴ��)� (�4,*"+�$�+$Ǹ/�-"!��6��%&1"�*,�0�,#�-,)& "*"+�

�+!� &3&)&�+0
ż ǖǔ�-",-)"�&+'2/"!Ǥ�ǓǕ����(&))"!Ǥ��1�)"�01�ǔ��)� (�4,*"+�/�-"!�
ż �)� (�4,*"+�0-"�(�1,��,+$/"00�,#�1%&0��00�2)1�
ż �,1���0&+$)"��%&1"�*�+� ,+3& 1"!

ȋȏƓį��œĐŕĉœĐŕƓ
Ɣ 
/�+1"!��)� (�*"+�1%"�/&$%1�1,�3,1"
Ɣ �)&7��"1%���!6��1�+1,+��+!��20�+��ǣ��+1%,+6�02--,/1"!��)� (�

02##/�$"�ȁ&#�&1�&+ )2!"!��%&1"�4,*"+Ȃ
ż �1,-�02--,/1&+$��)� (�)&�"/�1&,+�,+ "�ǐǔ1%��*"+!*"+1�-�00"0

�%"�)�/$"01�ʖ�*,01�&+#)2"+1&�)�4,*"+ǯ0�,/$�+&7�1&,+�,#�1%"�1&*"ǣ

Ɣ ��/$")6����/,1"01�+1Ǥ�2--"/Ǹ )�00Ǥ��%&1"�4,*"+ǯ0�*,3"*"+1�
ż 	,/�0, &�)�/"#,/*Ǥ�1%"�"+!�,#�0"52�)�3&,)"+ "Ǥ��+!�"3"+12�))6�02##/�$"

Ɣ �"*-"/�+ "�ʛ�3"%& )"�1,�!&0 200�����
Ɣ 	,/�-2�)& �"!2 �1&,+Ǥ�02##/�$"Ǥ��+!�-/&0,+�/"#,/*�ȁ %&)!/"+�

�+!�4,*"+��)),4"!�3&0&1�1&,+�,#�!/2+(�/!�%20��+!0��+!�#�1%"/0Ȃ
ż �/$2"0��))�,#�1%"0"�4,2)!�%")-�4,*"+�#&$%1�#,/�1"*-"/�+ "�

Ɣ �0"!�/� &01�/%"1,/& �,#��)� (�*"+�/�-&+$��%&1"�4,*"+��+!��)� (�
#�*&)&"0�%�3&+$�1,,�*�+6� %&)!/"+�1,�-20%�#,/���01&+"+ "�

ȋȒȑȎȸȋȒȓȒ�ÐŠœĐŕɂƋ�$įƅĳƋƓĳãŕ�³ĐœƁĐƅãŕăĐ�¹ŕĳŠŕȴÐ³$¹ȵ
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Ð³$¹�ȴ$ŠŕƓȦȵ
Ɣ �2/&+$�1%&0�1&*"Ǥ�4,*"+�2+��)"�1,�/"*,3"�1%"*0")3"0��+!�

 %&)!/"+�#/,*�3&,)"+1�0&12�1&,+0�ʴ�0""+��0�-/,-"/16
Ɣ ǐǗǗǘ�ʴ�/2++&+$�+2/0"/&"0Ǥ��2+!�6�0 %,,)0Ǥ�%,*")"00�0%")1"/0Ǥ�

%,*"0�#,/�4,*"+
ż �,/(&+$� )�00�4,*"+�',&+�*,3"*"+1��0�&002"0�,#� )�00�01�/1�1,��"�/" ,$+&7"!
ż �002"0�,#�/� "�01&))�&$+,/"!ǧ

ƓįĐ�"Ōãăň�ÐŠœĐŕɂƋ��ŕƓĳȸ¤ãƁĐ�rŠƯĐœĐŕƓ
Ɣ �)� (�4,*"+��"$&+� �*-�&$+��$�&+01�/�-"��+!��$�&+01�)6+ %&+$0�

,#��)� (�*"+
ż �)� (��,*"+ǯ0��)2���,3"*"+1�&+�ǐǗǘǏ0
ż �!���ǣ��"))0Ǥ��++��2)&���,,-"/Ǥ�	�++&"���//&"/Ǥ��+!�,1%"/��)� (�4,*"+
ż ��1&,+�)��,�)&1&,+��$�&+01��,*"01& ��&,)"+ "�

Ɣ ǐǗǘǕ�ʴ���1&,+�)��00, &�1&,+�#,/��,),/"!��,*"+�ȁ����Ȃ
ż ��/6��%2/ %��"//"))�

Uĉã�"Ȧ�ÐĐŌŌƋ�ȴȋȒȐȌȸȋȓȍȋȵ
Ɣ �"� %"/Ǥ�� 1&3&01Ǥ�',2/+�)&01

ż �,*"+ǯ0�/&$%10Ǥ�4,*"+ǯ0�02##/�$"Ǥ� &3&)�/&$%10
ż �2�)&0%"0��+!�"!&10��/1& )"0�,+�/� &0*

Ɣ ǐǗǗǓ�ʴ�1,)!�1,�*,3"�1,�0*,(&+$� ��&+
ż �%/,4+�,##�1/�&+�ʴ�%&/"0���)�46"/Ǥ�4/&1"0��/1& )"Ǥ�02"0�/�&)/,�!� ,*-�+6
ż �&+0� �0"�&+�ǐǗǗǓǦ�����,2/1�,#��--"�)0�/"3"/0"0�/2)&+$�ǐǗǗǖ��+!�*�("0��"))0�

-�6� ,2/1� ,010�
Ɣ ǰ�,21%"/+��,//,/0ǥ��6+ %���4�&+��))�&10��%�0"0Ǳ�-�*-%)"1

ż �+3"01&$�1&3"�',2/+�)&0*�ʴ�/"3"�)0�*�',/&16�,#�)6+ %&+$0�+,1���,21�/�-"
Ŷ �"3"�)0��)� (�*"+��+!��%&1"�4,*"+�*,01)6�%�3"� ,+0"+02�)�/")�1&,+0Ǥ�

2+)&("�1%"�/�-"�,#��)� (�4,*"+��6��%&1"�*"+
Ɣ ǐǘǏǘ�ʴ��+"�,#�#,2+!"/0�,#�������
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rãƅƶ�$įƙƅăį�³ĐƅƅĐŌŌ�ȴȋȒȐȍȸȋȓȏȎȵ
Ɣ �"� %"/Ǥ�� 1&3&01Ǥ�4/&1"/

ż �,*"+ǯ0�02##/�$"Ǥ�"!2 �1&,+Ǥ� &3&)�/&$%10
Ɣ �+"�,#�ǐ01��)� (�4,*�+�4&1%��� ,))"$"�!"$/""�ȁ��"/)&+Ǥ�ǐǗǗǓȂ

ż �" "&3"!�*�01"/ǯ0�#/,*���"/)&+�&+�ǐǗǗǗ
Ɣ ǐ01���1&,+�)��00, &�1&,+�#,/��,),/"!��,*"+�ȁ����Ȃ��/"0ǣ�ȁǐǗǘǕȂ

ż �01��)&0%"!�+2/0"/&"0Ǥ�!�6 �/"0Ǥ�,/-%�+�02--,/1
Ɣ ǐǗǘǕ�ʴ�#,2+!"!���1&,+�)��00, &�1&,+�#,/��,))"$"��,*"+�ʴ�

��1&,+�)��00, &�1&,+�#,/��+&3"/0&16��,*"+�ȁ����Ȃ
Ɣ ǐǗǘǔǸǐǘǏǕ�ʴ��ǣ�ǣ��,�/!�,#��!2 �1&,+�ȁǐ01�����&+��ǣ�ǣ�,+��,�/!Ȃ
Ɣ �)� (�4,*"+ǯ0� )2�0
Ɣ �/$"!�02##/�$"11"0�1,�#&$%1�#,/�02##/�$"�,#��)� (�4,*"+
Ɣ ǐǘǏǘ�ʴ��+"�,#�#,2+!"/0�,#�������
Ɣ ��/ %"!��+!�-/,1"01"!�#,/�!"0"$/"$�1&,+�&+1,�%"/�ǗǏ0

ȋȒȑȊɂƋ�ªŠăĳãŌ� ƙƅĳƓƶ�rŠƯĐœĐŕƓ�
Ɣ ǐǗǖǖ�ʴ�������"$&+0�1,� ,*��1�!,2�)"�01�+!�/!�,#�0"52�)&16

ż �,**&11""�#,/��,/(�4&1%�	�))"+��,*"+�ʴ��"-�/1*"+1�#,/��, &�)��2/&16
ż �,/("!�1,�01/"+$1%"+�/�-"�)�40

Ɣ ǐǗǘǔ�ʴ�ǑǏ�01�1"0�/�&0"��$"�,#� ,+0"+1�1,�ǐǕ
ż �"11"/�-/,1" 10�$&/)0�4%,�4"/"�0"52�))6�"5-),&1"!

Ɣ �002"0� %�*-&,+"!��21��)� (�4,*"+�&+�0"$/"$�1"!� %�-1"/0
ż �002"0�,#�/� "�+,1��!!/"00"!Ǧ�/� &01�/%"1,/& �20"!��/,2+!�0"52�)�3&,)"+ "�

ªŠȦȦȦÐįĳƓĐ�ªƙĦĦƅãĨĐƓƓĐƋȦȦȦjĐƓɂƋ�ƓãŌň�ãāŠƙƓ�ƓįĳƋ
Ɣ ��1&,+�)��*"/& �+��,*�+��2##/�$"��00, &�1&,+�ȁ�����Ȃ�ȁǐǗǘǏȂ
Ɣ �/$2"!��%&1"�4,*"+ǯ0�3,1"� ,2)!� �+ ")�,21�ǰ1%"��"$/,�3,1"Ǳ
Ɣ �/$2"!��%&1"�4,*"+ǯ0�3,1"� ,2)!�)"�!�1,�1"*-"/�+ "��+!�-2/&16
Ɣ �)&7��"1%���!6��1�+1,+��+!��20�+��ǣ��+1%,+6�4�+1"!�1,�&+ )2!"�

�)� (�4,*"+ǣǣǣ2+1&)��#1"/��)� (�*"+�$,1�1%"�3,1"
ż �+)6�02--,/1"!��)� (�*"+ǯ0�02##/�$"�&#��))�4,*"+�&+ )2!"!�1,,

Ɣ ������%"0&1�+1�1,�&+ )2!"�,/�4,/(�4&1%��)� (�4,*"+ǯ0� )2�0
ż �,21%"/+� %�-1"/0�,#�������-20%�#,/��%&1"�4,*"+ǯ0�3,1"�,+)6
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ȋȓȋȍ�ªƙĦĦƅãĨĐ� ãƅãĉĐ�ĳŕ�*Ȧ$Ȧ�
Ɣ ǔǤǏǏǏ�02##/�$"11"0�*�/ %�,+"�!�6��"#,/"��&)0,+ǯ0��+�2$2/�1&,+
Ɣ �)� (�4,*"+�1,)!�1,�*�/ %�&+�1%"��� (

ż �!��/"#20"!�1,�!,�0,��+!�0)&--"!�&+�4&1%�%"/�01�1"ǯ0�!")"$�1&,+
ż �")1���&$*���%"1���,/,/&16�,#��,4�/!��+&3"/0&16�ʛ�,+)6��)� (�4,*"+ǯ0�$/,2-�

1,�*�/ %

ȋȓƓį��œĐŕĉœĐŕƓ�
Ɣ ǐǘǑǏ�ʴ��,*"+�$�&+�/&$%1�1,�3,1"

ż �%&1"�4,*"+��+!��)� (�4,*"+�!,+"�4&1%�1"+0"� ,�)&1&,+
ż �)� (�4,*"+�ȁ�+!��)� (�*"+Ȃ�#� "���+2*�"/�,#�/� &01�)�40�&+�+"51�!" �!"�1,�

/"01/& 1�1%"&/��  "00&�&)&16�1,�3,1&+$
Ŷ �%&1"�4,*"+�!,�+,1�4,/(��$�&+01�1%&0

ÐÐUU�ɡ�JĐŕĉĐƅ�¤ŠŌĐƋ
Ɣ �%&1"�4,*"+�',&+�4,/(#,/ "�1,�02--,/1�4�/1&*"�-/,!2 1&,+

ż ����%�!��""+�4,/(&+$��+!�"3"+�*�&+�-/,3&!"/0�0&+ "�ǐǗǏǏǯ0
Ɣ �,0&"�1%"��&3"1"/� /"�1"!
Ɣ �,01Ǹ����Ǥ��%&1"�4,*"+�/"12/+�1,��"�%,*"*�("/0��+!�*,1%"/0
Ɣ �����+!�4,/(&+$� )�00�4,*"+� ,+1&+2"�&+�4,/(#,/ "

ż �"52�)�%�/�00*"+1Ǥ�/�-"Ǥ��+!�0"52�)��00�2)1�#/,*��,00Ǥ�#,/"*"+Ǥ�"1 ǣ

ȋȓȏȊɂƋ
Ɣ �&*"�,#�%&$%�$"+!"/��+!�/� &�)�&+".2�)&16

ż �,+1&+2�1&,+�,#�/� &01�3,1&+$�)�40Ǥ�0"$/"$�1&,+Ǥ��11� (0�,+��)� (�
 ,**2+&1&"0Ǥ�!"*,�&)&7�1&,+�,#��)� (�3"1"/�+0
Ŷ ǐǘǒǏǸǐǘǕǖ�ʴ�ǓǏǔȇǓǔǔ�*"+�"5" 21"!�#,/�/�-"��/"��)� (�*"+

ż �!"��,#�ȁ�%&1"Ȃ�4,*"+��0�%,*"*�("/0�ʖ�*,1%"/0�ʴ��%&1"��2/&16� ,+1&+2�1&,+
Ŷ ����/�&0&+$�),10�,#��%&1"�#�*&)&"0ǯ� %&)!/"+�ʴ�ǰ��*&"Ǳ�*61%

Ɣ �&!+ǯ1�%�3"�0�*"�,--,/12+&16�1,�0-"+!�1&*"�4&1%�,4+� %&)!/"+��+!�
#�*&)&"0�
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rŠĉƙŌĐ�ȍȠQĳƋƓŠƅƶ�ŠĦ��ăƓĳƯĳƋœ�ãŕĉ� ŠŌĳăĳĐƋ��ƅŠƙŕĉ�ªĐƵƙãŌ�
ÏĳŠŌĐŕăĐ�ȴȋȓȐȊƋȸ ƅĐƋĐŕƓȵ�

�#1"/�1%&0�*,!2)"Ǥ�)"�/+"/0�4&))��"���)"�1,ǥ

ǐǣ �"0 /&�"�*�',/�"3"+10�/")�1"!�1,��+1&Ǹ3&,)"+ "�*,3"*"+1�4&1%&+�
1&*"�-"/&,!

Ǒǣ �&0 200�+�1&,+�)�-,)& &"0��/,2+!�0"52�)�3&,)"+ "�4&1%&+�1&*"�
-"/&,!

ǒǣ �"0 /&�"�1"+0&,+0�4&1%&+�3�/&,20�#"*&+&01�*,3"*"+10�4&1%&+�
1&*"�-"/&,!

Ǔǣ �" ,$+&7"�1%"� ,+1/&�21&,+0�4,*"+�,#� ,),/�%�3"�*�!"�1,�1%"�
#&")!�,#��+1&Ǹ3&,)"+ "�� 1&3&0*�!2/&+$�1%&0�1&*"�-"/&,!

� HĐœĳŕĳŕĐ�rƶƋƓĳƄƙĐ�ȴȋȓȐȍȵȡ�"ĐƓƓƶ�HƅĳĐĉœãŕ
Ɣ �&1"!��0��"$&++&+$�,#�Ǒ+!�4�3"�#"*&+&0*
Ɣ �� &01�ʖ��)�00&01

ż �%&1"�%,*"*�(&+$�4,*"+ǯ0�"5-"/&"+ "0�ʛ�2+&3"/0�)�4,*"+ǯ0�"5-"/&"+ "
ż �"1"/,+,/*�1&3"�-/"*&0"�ʴ�+,�/,,*�#,/��
����"5-"/&"+ "0

Ɣ ��))"!�#,/��%&1"�4,*"+�1,�%�3"�-/,#"00&,+�)�,--,/12+&1&"0
ż �$+,/"!�4%,�4,2)!��"�/"-)� &+$��%&1"�4,*"+�&+�%,*"�*�&+1"+�+ "�ȁ���Ȃ
ż �3"/�ʐ�,#��ǣ�ǣ�4,*"+�&+�4,/(#,/ "��1�1&*"�,#�-2�)& �1&,+

ȿɁ³įĐ�tĐĨƅŠ�HãœĳŌƶȠ�³įĐ�$ãƋĐ�ĦŠƅ�tãƓĳŠŕãŌ��ăƓĳŠŕɂɀ�
ȴȋȓȐȏȵȡ�*ãŕĳĐŌ� ãƓƅĳăň�rŠƶŕĳįãŕ

Ɣ �%�+$&+$�0, &"1�)�&!"�0�,#�/� &0*��0���/"02)1�,#��&,),$& �)�
!&##"/"+ "�ʴ�/� &0*�&0���/"02)1�,#� 2)12/�)�!&##"/"+ "
ż �1&))�-/,*,1"��+!�/"&+#,/ "��%&1"��2-/"*� &01��11&12!"0��+!�3�)2"0

Ɣ ǰ�+01��&)&16Ǳ�,#��)� (�#�*&)6�ʛ� �20"�#,/�/� &�)�&+".2�)&16
ż �&3,/ "0�1%&0�,#�%,4�/� &0*� /"�1"!��+!�/"&+#,/ "!�1%&0�&002"

Ŷ ,��!&0 /&*&+�1&,+Ǥ�%,20&+$�!&0 /&*&+�1&,+Ǥ�&+01&121&,+�)�3&,)"+ "Ǥ�
"!2 �1&,+�)�!&0 /&*&+�1&,+
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Ȍŕĉ�ÐãƯĐ�HĐœĳŕĳƋœ
Ɣ ǕǏ0ǸǘǏ0��+1&Ǹ3&,)"+ "�*,3"*"+1�%�!�*,/"�-,)&1& �)��+!�)"$�)�

�����$�&+0�1%�+�ǒǏǏ�6"�/0��"#,/"�&1
Ɣ �,)& 6� %�+$"0�ʴ�/�-"�0%&")!�)�40Ǥ�&+ /"�0"!�01�121,/6�

)&*&1�1&,+0Ǥ�*�/&1�)�/�-"�)"$�))6�/" ,$+&7"!Ǥ�"1 ǣ
ż ǕǏ0Ǹ/�-"�4�0�01&))�1/"�1"!��0���-/,-"/16� /&*"�ȁ-�1/&�/ %&�)�#/�*"4,/(Ȃ

Ɣ �+ /"�0&+$��*,2+1�,#�#2+!0��+!�0"/3& "0�#,/�����
ż �/&0&0�%,1)&+"0Ǥ� ,2+0")&+$�0"/3& "0Ǥ�*"!& �)��+!�)"$�)��!3, � 6

ÐįĐƅĐ�ƓįĐ�Ȍŕĉ�ÐãƯĐ�ƋƓãƅƓĐĉȠ�³įĐ�ȐȊɂƋ
Ɣ �%,/1�01�121"�,#�)&*&1�1&,+0�ȁ202�))6�ǐ�6"�/Ȃ

ż �1/& 1�,3"/�#"�/�,#�ǰ#�)0"�/�-"Ǳ�,/�20"!�#,/�ǰ2--"/%�+!Ǳ�&+�!&3,/ "ȇ 201,!6

Ɣ ��!�1,�-/,3"�1%�1�02/3&3,/�ǰ#,2$%1�,##Ǳȇ/"0&01"!�-"/-"1/�1,/
ż �,2�)"�01�+!�/!�ʴ�!,+ǯ1�%�3"�1,�-/,3"�/"0&01�+ "�&+�,1%"/�3&,)"+1� /&*"0

Ɣ ��/&1�)�"5"*-1&,+�)�40�ʴ�*�/&1�)�/�-"�+,1�/" ,$+&7"!
Ɣ �)),4"!�1,��/&+$�2-�4,*"+ǯ0�-�01�0"52�)�%&01,/6
Ɣ �,4��*,2+1�,#�/"-,/1&+$��+!�%&$%��11/&1&,+�/�1"�4&1%&+� ,2/10
Ɣ �".2&/"!� ,//,�,/�1&,+�,#��+,1%"/�-"/0,+�,/�-%60& �)�"3&!"+ "

ż �+!2"��2/!"+�,+�02/3&3,/0��" �20"�������/"�3"/6�-/&3�1"� /&*"0
Ɣ ǰ�"�0�&!Ǥ�0%"�0�&!Ǳ�1/,-"�2+&.2"�1,� /&*"0�,#�����

ż 
"+!"/�"5 )20&3"��+!�%"1"/,+,/*�1&3"�ʴ�"5 )2!"0�3�/&,20�02/3&3,/0�

�" ,+!�/6��& 1&*&7�1&,+ǥ��%"�4�6�02/3&3,/0�4"/"�1/"�1"!�&+� ,2/10

ªĐăŠŕĉãƅƶ�¤ĐƯĳăƓĳœĳƿãƓĳŠŕ�
Ɣ �2/3&3,/0�%�3&+$�1,�1�)(�1,�-,)& "�4&1%,21��+��!3, �1"
Ɣ ��3&+$�1,�4�&1�%,2/0�&+�%,0-&1�)0�ȁ�+!�-�6�)�/$"�#""0Ȃ
Ɣ �& 1&*Ǹ�)�*&+$�)�+$2�$"�4&1%&+� ,2/10
Ɣ ��01�0"52�)��+!�-"/0,+�)�%&01,/6�2+!"/�*& /,0 ,-"�1,��11� (�

 /"!&�&)&16�
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Ȍŕĉ�ÐãƯĐ�HĐœĳŕĳƋœȬ�ŕƓĳȸ¤ãƁĐ�œŠƯĐœĐŕƓ�
Ɣ ǕǏ0��+!�ǖǏ0�ʴ�#2")"!�)�/$")6��6� ,))"$"�012!"+10Ǥ�1%"��&3&)�

�&$%10�*,3"*"+1Ǥ��+!��+1&Ǹ�&"1+�*�"##,/10�
ż 	,2$%1�1,�&+ /"�0"�01�121"�,#�)&*&1�1&,+0
ż 	,2$%1��$�&+01�3& 1&*Ǹ�)�*&+$�)�+$2�$"
ż ǒǕ�/�-"�01�121"0�/"3&0"!�ǐǘǖǕǸǐǘǖǗ�
ż ����%"0&1�+1�!2"�1,�/")&�+ "�,+�&+01&121&,+�)� %�+$"0��+!�-�01��+!�-/"0"+1�

&+01&121&,+�)�3&,)"+ "��$�&+01������+!��"&+$�/�-"!��6�-,)& "
Ɣ ǐǘǖǏ0�ʴ�����,/$�+&7"�ʖ��/&+$�+�1&,+�)��11"+1&,+�1,�����

ȁ&*-/&0,+"!�ʖ�*2/!"/"!Ȃ�4%,�!"#"+!"!�0")3"0�#/,*�1%"&/�/�-&010�
ż �+"7�
�/ &�Ǥ�ǐǘǖǓ
ż ,�++"��&11"Ǥ�ǐǘǖǔ
ż �3,++"���+/,4Ǥ�ǐǘǖǕ
ż �"00&"��,,!0Ǥ�ǐǘǖǕ�ʴ�"3"+12�))6�#/""!�&+�ǐǘǗǐ

ªƓƅãƓĐĨĳĐƋ�ŠĦ�ãŕƓĳȸƅãƁĐ�œŠƯĐœĐŕƓ
Ɣ �2/3&3,/0� ,+#/,+1&+$�/�-&010�4&1%�02--,/1�$/,2-�&+�-2�)& 
Ɣ �"0 /&-1&3"�)&010�,#�/�-&010�-2�)&0%"!
Ɣ �")#Ǹ!"#"+0"� )�00"0
Ɣ ����0�,/$�+&7"!
Ɣ 
"+"/�)�!&01/201�,#�-,)& "

HĳƅƋƓ�¤ãƁĐ�$ƅĳƋĳƋ�$ĐŕƓĐƅƋ�ȴ3ãƅŌƶ�ȑȊɂƋȵ
Ɣ ǐǘǖǑ�ʴ��"/(")"6Ǥ��%& �$,Ǥ��,01,+Ǥ��%&)�!")-%&�

ż 
/�00/,,10ǥ��6�02/3&3,/0Ǥ� ,))" 1&3"0�,#�4,*"+Ǥ�+,�,210&!"�#2+!&+$�
ż �,*"1&*"0�1%"6�%�!��+�,##& &�)��2&)!&+$Ǥ�0,*"1&*"0�1%"6�!&!�+,1
ż �" &0&,+0�*�!"��6� ,+0"+020Ǧ�)"00�%&"/�/ %& �)�ȁ-/"Ǹ-/,#"00&,+�)&7�1&,+�,#�

/�-"� /&0&0� "+1"/0Ȃ
Ɣ �/,("�0&)"+ "��21�*,01)6�*&!!)"Ǹ )�00��%&1"�4,*"+

ż �$+,/"0��+!�"/�0"0�+2�+ "0�,#����ǯ0�"5-"/&"+ "0Ǥ�+,1�,+)6��0�02/3&3,/0�,#�
0"52�)�3&,)"+ "Ǥ��21��0�02/3&3,/0�,#�!�&)6�/� &0*

ż ��&+01/"�*���-"��/&0&0�*,3"*"+1�0""+��0����%&1"�4,*"+ǯ0�*,3"*"+1
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³ĳƓŌĐ�UÕ
Ɣ ǐǘǖǑ��ǣ�ǣ�#"!"/�)�$,3"/+*"+1�-�00"!��+!�"+#,/ "!��&1)"����,#�

1%"�ǐǘǖǑ��&$%"/��!2 �1&,+��*"+!*"+10ǥ�
ż ǰ�,�-"/0,+�&+�1%"��+&1"!��1�1"0�0%�))Ǥ�,+�1%"���0&0�,#�0"5Ǥ��"�"5 )2!"!�

#/,*�-�/1& &-�1&,+�&+Ǥ��"�!"+&"!�1%"��"+"#&10�,#Ǥ�,/��"�02�'" 1"!�1,�
!&0 /&*&+�1&,+�2+!"/��+6�"!2 �1&,+�-/,$/�*�,/�� 1&3&16�/" "&3&+$�#"!"/�)�
#&+�+ &�)��00&01�+ "ǣǱ

ż 
"+!"/�&+ )20&3"Ǫ��&+!�ǧ�
ż �/&$&+�))6�!&!+ǯ1�&+ )2!"�0"52�)�%�/�00*"+1�ʖ�0"52�)��00�2)1��0�16-"0�,#�

$"+!"/�!&0 /&*&+�1&,+
Ɣ �+,4��,2/���ǥ�

tãƓĳŠŕãŌ�"jãăň�HĐœĳŕĳƋƓ��ƅĨãŕĳƿãƓĳŠŕ�ȴt"H�ȵ�ȴȋȓȑȍȵ
Ɣ �� &0*��+!�0"5&0*�&+��"#1&01�0-� "0
Ɣ �"5&0*�&+��)� (�)&�"/�1&,+�0-� "0
Ɣ �� &0*�&+�#"*&+&01�0-� "0
Ɣ �$�&+01�)"0�&�+�0"-�/�1&0*�,#�Ǒ+!�4�3"�#"*&+&01�*,3"*"+1
Ɣ �)� (�4,*"+�',&+�1,$"1%"/��+!�*�("�,4+�0-� "0�ʴ�4,+ǯ1�

 ,*-/,*&0"�1%"*0")3"0�#,/��+6�*,3"*"+1�
ż �,)&1& 0�)&+("!�1,�1%"&/�&!"+1&16Ǥ�)&3"!�"5-"/&"+ "0Ǥ��+!�02/3&3�)
ż �%"&/�-,)&1& 0�+,1�1,�0,)")6�"+!�,--/"00&,+�,#�,1%"/0
ż �&�"/�1&,+�,#��))�ʛ�"##,/10��$�&+01� �-&1�)&0*Ǥ�&*-"/&�)&0*Ǥ�-�1/&�/ %6Ǥ�

�+!�/� &0*

t"H��$įãŌŌĐŕĨĐƋ
Ɣ ��/)6�1"+0&,+0���	���"14""+�01/�&$%1�4,*"+��+!�)"0�&�+0�ʴ�

�$�&+01�)"0�&�+�0"-�/�1&0*
ż �)�00��+!�-,)&1& �)�!&##"/"+ "0�#/,*�1%&0��0�4"))

Ɣ �,�/� "Ǥ� )�00Ǥ�$"+!"/Ǥ�,/�%"1"/,0"52�)�-/&3&)"$"�1,�21&)&7"�
#,/�1%"&/�*,3"*"+1

Ɣ 
,�)ǥ��)� (�4,*"+ǯ0�)&�"/�1&,+�ʛ�)&�"/�1&,+�,#��))�-",-)"
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t"H��Uŕ��ăƓĳŠŕ
Ɣ �,+0 &,20+"00�/�&0&+$�ʴ�"*,1&,+�)�02--,/1�$/,2-�ʴ�012!6�$/,2-�

ʴ�$,�)�,#�!"3"),-&+$����)� (�#"*&+&01�-2�)& �1&,+
Ɣ �%&1"�4,*"+��/"�/"0-,+0&�)"�#,/�!&0*�+1)&+$�/� &0*�4&1%&+�1%"�

*�&+01/"�*ȇ�%&1"�#"*&+&01�*,3"*"+1
ż �)� (�4,*"+�4&))� ,+1&+2"�1,�(""-�1%"*��  ,2+1��)"

³ĐŕƋĳŠŕƋ�3ƵƁŠƋĐĉ�ȴŌãƓĐ�ȑȊɂƋȵ
Ɣ ����ʖ��))&"0�ʴ�+""!��+1&Ǹ/� &0*�&+�*�&+01/"�*�*,3"*"+1�
Ɣ �"+0&,+0ǥ��%&1"�#"*&+&0*�ʖ��,*�+&0*ȇ&+1"/0" 1&,+�)�#"*&+&0*�

ªĐƵƙãŌ��ƋƋãƙŌƓ�¤ĐƋƁŠŕƋĐ�³ĐãœƋ�ȴª�¤³ȵ�ȴȋȓȑȐȵ
Ɣ 	&/01�-/,$/�*�!"3"),-"!�&+��"*-%&0Ǥ���
Ɣ �+1&Ǹ/�-"��))&"0�ʖ�%"�)1 �/"��+!�)"$�)��!3, �1"0�',&+�#,/ "0
Ɣ �+%�+ "0������)"$�)��+!�%"�)1% �/"�0"/3& "0�ȁ01�+!�/!&7�1&,+Ȃ
Ɣ ��1"/�!"3"),-��"52�)��00�2)1��2/0"��5�*&+�1&,+�ȁ����Ȃ�1/�&+&+$�

ʴ�&+&1&�))6�3,)2+1�/6
ż �1�1"0�"3"+12�))6�-�00�)"$&0)�1&,+�1,� /"�1"� /&1"/&��#,/� "/1&#& �1&,+
ż �+1"/+�1&,+�)��00, &�1&,+�,#�	,/"+0& ��2/0"0�ȁ��	�Ȃ#,/*�)&7"������&+�ǐǘǘǕ

³įĐ�$ŠœāãįĐĐ�¤ĳƯĐƅ�$ŠŌŌĐăƓĳƯĐ�ªƓãƓĐœĐŕƓ�ȴȋȓȑȑȸȋȓȑȓȵ
Ɣ �,*��%""��&3"/��,))" 1&3"�ʴ�ǐǘǖǓǤ��)� (�)"0�&�+�#"*&+&010
Ɣ �/&+$�)&$%1�1,�%,4�/� &0*Ǥ� )�00&0*Ǥ�%,*,-%,�&�Ǥ��+!�0"5&0*�

�/"�&+1"/14&+"!
Ɣ �#��)� (�4,*"+��/"�#/""Ǥ��))�4,*"+��/"�#/""�ʴ�4"�+""!��)� (�

#"*&+&0*
ż �/&$&+0�,#��)� (�#"*&+&0*��/"�#,2+!�1&,+�,#��%&1"�%"1"/-�1/&�/ %�)��ǣ�ǣ�ǣ�ʴ�

01,/6�,#��)� (�4,*"+ǯ0�01/2$$)"�#,/�02/3&3�)
ż �)� (�4,*"+�)&3&+$�4&1%&+�14,�32)+"/��)"�0, &,-,)&1& �)�0-� "0

Ɣ �)� (Ǥ��%&/!��,/)!Ǥ�4,/(&+$�4,*"+Ǥ��+!�,1%"/�����%�3"��)4�60�
�""+�&+�1%"�#"*&+&01�01/2$$)"
ż ��01/2 1"!��6�/� &0*Ǥ� )�00&0*Ǥ��+!�")&1&0*
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HĳƅƋƓ�¹ȦªȦ�³"³t
Ɣ ǰ�" )�&*�1%"��&$%1ǤǱ�ǐǘǖǕǤ��")$&2*�ʴ�4,*"+��1��+1"/+�1&,+�)�

�/&�2+�)�,+��/&*"0��$�&+01��,*"+
Ɣ ǰ��("��� (�1%"��&$%1Ǳ�ʴ�1&1)"�,#�*"*,/&�)�4/&11"+��+!�/"�!��6�

�++"��/&!"�&+��+��+1&Ǹ3&,)"+ "�/�))6�&+��&110�2/$%�&+�ǐǘǖǖ
Ɣ ��+�	/�+ &0 ,ǥ��,3"*�"/�Ǔ1%Ǥ�ǐǘǖǗ�ʴ�ǔǤǏǏǏ�4,*"+�#/,*�ǒǏ�01�1"0
Ɣ Ǒ+!������ʴ����Ǥ�ǐǘǖǘ
Ɣ �,!�6�����0�%�--"+��))�,3"/�1%"�4,/)!��+!�,+�*�+6� �*-20"0�

ȋȓȒȊƋȠ�ãăãĉĐœĳă�ĦĐœĳŕĳƋœ
Ɣ �����+!��
���!"-�/1*"+10��/"�"01��)&0%"!
Ɣ �+1&Ǹ/�-"�"!2 �1&,+�0-/"�!0�1,�2+&3"/0&1&"0
Ɣ �+ /"�0"!��*,2+1�,#�#"*&+&01�/"0"�/ %�,+�/�-"

ż ��-"�*61%0� %�))"+$"!��6�&+ /"�0"!�/"0"�/ %
Ɣ �"��1"0�,+�&*-,/1�+ "�,#�)�+$2�$"�ʴ�3& 1&*�30ǣ�02/3&3,/
Ɣ � .2�&+1�+ "�/�-"�/" ,$+&7"!
Ɣ �" ,$+&1&,+�,#�"51"+1�,#� %&)!�/�-"��+!�*,)"01�1&,+

$ƅĳƓĳƄƙĐƋ�ŠĦ��ăãĉĐœĳă�HĐœĳŕĳƋœ
Ɣ 	�3,/�&+!&3&!2�)�� %&"3"*"+1��+!�,/&$&+�)&16

ż �"+0&,+�4&1%�,3"/�))�$,�)0�,#� ,))" 1&3&16��+!�".2�)&16
Ɣ �� (�,#��/�5&0�ʴ��%",/6�ʖ�� 1&,+

ż �1/,+$)6���0"!�&+� /&1&.2"�/�1%"/�1%�+� /&1&.2"�ʖ�0,)21&,+0
ż �,1�-/"002/"�,/�*2 %�/,,*�#,/��--)& ��&)&16�

¤ƙŌĐ�ȎȋȌ�ȴ¤ãƁĐ�ªįĳĐŌĉ�jãưȵ�ȴȋȓȑȒȵ
Ɣ �,+$/"00�-�00"0�/�-"�0%&")!�)�4�ʴ�02/3&3,/ǯ0�-�01�0"52�)�

%&01,/6�&0�&//")"3�+1�1,��))� /&*&+�)��+!� &3&)�/�-"� �0"0
ż �"/1�&+�"5 "-1&,+0�4%"/"�&1�&0�!""*"!�/")"3�+1

Ɣ �,01� ,+1/,3"/0&�)�)"$&0)�1&,+�-�00"!�&+��+1&Ǹ3&,)"+ "�
*,3"*"+1
ż �2/3&3,/ǯ0�/&$%1�1,�-/&3� 6��+!�".2�)�-/,1" 1&,+�2+!"/�1%"�)�4
ż �"#"+!�+1ǯ0�/&$%1�1,� ,+#/,+1��+��  20"/
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�ŌĐƵãŕĉĐƅ�ƯȦ�ÖãŌĐ�ȴȋȓȒȊȵȠ�ªĐƵƙãŌ�QãƅãƋƋœĐŕƓ�ĳƋ�ĨĐŕĉĐƅ�ĉĳƋăƅĳœĳŕãƓĳŠŕ
Ɣ ǐǘǗǏ��2-/"*"��,2/1� �0"��)"5�+!"/�3ǣ���)"

ż �2-/"*"��,2/1� �0"Ǥ�-)�&+1&##0��4�+1"!���/2)&+$�4%& %� ,2+1"!�0"52�)�
%�/�00*"+1��0���#,/*�,#�0"52�)�!&0 /&*&+�1&,+��+!�)"$&0)�1&3"�/2)&+$�#,/�
&+01&121&,+0�,#�%&$%"/�"!2 �1&,+�1,�%�3"���/"-,/1&+$�-/, "00

ȋȓȒȊƋȠ�UŕƋƓĳƓƙƓĳŠŕãŌ�ƋįĳĦƓƋ
Ɣ �,)& "�!"-10ǣ�/" "&3"�*,/"�1/�&+&+$�
Ɣ �,0-&1�)0�!"3"),-�0-" &�)�"5�*&+�1&,+�/,,*0
Ɣ �2/0"0�1/�&+"!�#,/�02/3&3,/0�ȁ����Ȃ
Ɣ �1�1"0��"$&+� 211&+$�01�121"�,#�)&*&1�1&,+0�#,/�����

ż ǐǖ�01�1"0�")&*&+�1"!�"+1&/")6��6�ǑǏǐǓ�ȁ&#������3�&)��)"��1�)�1"/�1&*"Ȃ
Ɣ ǐǘǗǓ�ʴ�,+)6�Ǘ�01�1"0�01&))�/".2&/"� ,//,�,/�1&,+Ǧ�Ǒ�,#�1%"0"�

,+)6�/".2&/"�1%&0�#,/�01�121,/6�/�-"� �0"0
Ɣ �".2&/"*"+1�,#�-/,3&+$�/"0&01�+ "��*"+!"!

ż �%&#1�&+�0, &, 2)12/�)�2+!"/01�+!&+$�,#������ʴ�-,4"/�!6+�*& 0

*ŠĐ�ƯȦ�¹ŕĳƓĐĉ�ªƓãƓĐƋ�ȴȋȓȒȋȵ
Ɣ ǐǘǗǐ�ʴ��  20"!�%�0�+,�/&$%1�1,��/&+$�2-�-�01�&//")"3�+1�&+#,�

1,�1%"� �0"
ż �2/3&3,/ǯ0�-�01�0"52�)��"%�3&,/0�,/�/"-21�1&,+�!,�+,1�&*-� 1�1%"&/�/&$%1�1,�

 ,+0"+1�,/�4&1%%,)!� ,+0"+1
Ɣ �&!ǸǗǏǯ0�ʴ��,01�01�1"0�%�3"�/�-"�0%&")!�)�40�&+�-)� "

ż ��/6&+$�!"$/""0�
ż ��01�&+#,�1,�!&0 /"!&1�30ǣ�ǰ/")"3�+1Ǳ�-�01�&+#,

ȋȓȒȊƋȠ�"ãăňŌãƋį
Ɣ �&0"�,#�4/&1"/0� %�))"+$&+$�1%"�3�)&!&16�,#�+"4)6�$"+"/�1"!�

/�-"�01�1&01& 0
Ɣ 	2+!&+$�#,/�/�-"� /&0&0� "+1"/0�0),40�!,4+

ż �"+1"/0�0%&#1�-,)&1& 0�1,�1%"�ǰ "+1"/Ǳ�1,�0" 2/"�#2+!&+$
ż �/,#"00&,+�)&7�1&,+�,#�1%"� "+1"/0

Ɣ �,3"*"+1��" ,*"0�*,/"�#/�$*"+1"!�,3"/�/� &0*Ǥ�%,*,-%,�&�Ǥ�
1/�+0-%,�&�Ǥ��+!� )�00&0*
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tãƓĳƯĐ��œĐƅĳăãŕ�ÐŠœĐŕ�
Ɣ ���ǯ0�&002"0�01&))�&$+,/"!�ʴ�)"00�1%�+�ǔʋ�,#�������/"�#,/����

ż ����14& "��0�)&(")6�1,�"5-"/&"+ "���3&,)"+1� /&*"�1%�+�,1%"/�/� &�)�$/,2-0
Ŷ ǕǏʋ�,#�-"/-"1/�1,/0��/"��%&1"

ż �&+(��"14""+�-,3"/16��+!�32)+"/��&)&16�1,�3&,)"+ "
ż �&$%�/�1"0�,#�-,3"/16�&+���� ,**2+&1&"0�ȁ/� &0*��+!� ,),+&�)&0*Ȃ

Ŷ �&$%�/�1"0�,#�����
Ɣ ǰ�201"/ǯ0��"3"+$"Ǳ�ȁǐǘǗǘȂ�ʴ��)�6"/0�$"1�-,&+10�#,/�/�-&+$���

��1&3"��*"/& �+�4,*"+
ż �/&3&�)&7"!�&!"�0�,#� ,),+&�)&0*Ǥ����ǯ0��,!&"0Ǥ��+!����&002"0

UŕĉĳĨĐŕŠƙƋ�HĐœĳŕĳƋœ
Ɣ �+1"/0" 1&,+�)�#"*&+&01�01�+ "�#,/�1/�!&1&,+�)� ,+1&+2&16��+!�

1/&��)�0,3"/"&$+16
Ɣ �""!�1,� %�))"+$"��+!�4,/(�,+�2+!,&+$� ,),+&�)&0*��+!� �++,1�

0"-�/�1"�1%&0�#/,*���1&3"��*"/& �+�4,*"+ǯ0�&002"0

¹ŕĉŠăƙœĐŕƓĐĉ�ÐŠœĐŕ
Ɣ �2/"!�1,��ǣ�ǣ�4&1%�-/,*&0"�,#�',�0�,/�*�//&�$"0

ż �/�$$"!�&+1,�0"5�1/�!"�,/�012 (�&+���20&3"�/")�1&,+0%&-0
Ɣ 	"�/�,#�!"-,/1�1&,+��+!ȇ,/�!"1"+1&,+�ȁ&#���20"/�&0�$/""+� �/!�

%,)!"/Ȃ
ż ��20"!�&+�!"1"+1&,+� "+1"/0�4&1%�)&11)"���&)&16�1,�/"-,/1

Ɣ ��+$2�$"���//&"/0�&+�0,*"� )&+& 0
Ɣ �� (�,#��!".2�1"�)"$�)�0"/3& "0��+!�/"0,2/ "0�#,/�2+!, 2*"+1"!�

4,*"+
Ɣ ��&+01/"�*ȇ�%&1"��+1&Ǹ3&,)"+ "�*,3"*"+1� )�&*�1%"0"��/"�&002"0�

,#�&**&$/�1&,+ǣǣǣ+,1�����
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�Ƌĳãŕ��œĐƅĳăãŕ� ãăĳĦĳă�UƋŌãŕĉĐƅ�ȴ�� Uȵ�ÐŠœĐŕ
Ɣ �����4,*"+�*,01�)&(")6�1,��"��00�2)1"!����%&1"�-"/-"1/�1,/
Ɣ �2)12/�)�3�)2"0ǥ� ),0"�#�*&)6Ǥ�%�/*,+6Ǥ��+!�,/!"/

ż �,+ǯ1�!" /"�0"�/�1"0������&+� ,**2+&1&"0�
ż �,�*&+&*&7"�&*-� 1�,#�"5-"/&"+ "0�,#������&+� ,**2+&1&"0

Ɣ �+!, 2*"+1"!�&002"0��+!�)�+$2�$"���//&"/0�#,/�0,*"��0�4"))
Ɣ ��20&3"�&+1"/+�1&,+�)�*�//&�$"0
Ɣ �&$%"/�/�1"0�,#�3& 1&*Ǹ�)�*&+$�&!",),$6�1%�+��%&1"�-"/0,+0

�� U�ȴ$ŠŕƓȦȵ
Ɣ ǓǐʋǸǕǐʋ��,21%��0&�+�4,*"+�"5-"/&"+ "�-%60& �)��+!ȇ,/�0"52�)�

3&,)"+ "��6�&+1&*�1"�-�/1+"/�&+�)&#"
ż �&$%"01�,#��+6�/� &�)�$/,2-�

Ɣ ǔǕʋ�,#�	&)&-&+�0�ʖ�ǕǓʋ�,#��+!&�+0��+!���(&01�+&0�/"-,/1"!�
"5-"/&"+ &+$�0"52�)�3&,)"+ "�&+�1%"&/�)&3"0

Ɣ �����4,*"+�%�3"�),4"01�/�1"0�,#�����1"01&+$�ȁǐǖʋȂ
ż �+)6�ǔʋ�020-" 1"!�1,��"��1�/&0(�$"1�1"01"!

Ɣ �����ʛ�%&$%"01��*,2+1�,#�1/�##& ("!�-"/0,+0�&+��ǣ�ǣ
ż ǔǤǑǏǏǸǖǤǗǏǏ�,#�ǐǓǤǔǏǏǸǐǖǤǔǏǏ�&+�ǑǏǏǓ

rãƅĳƓãŌ�¤ãƁĐ
Ɣ ǘǏ0�/"0"�/ %�ʴ�ǐǏǸǐǓʋ�4&3"0��/"�0"52�))6��00�2)1"!��6�-�/1+"/

ż �+1&.2�1"!�*�/&1�)�"5"*-1&,+��1�#,2+!�1&,+�,#��ǣ�ǣ� ,**,+�)�4
Ɣ ǐǘǖǔ�ʴ�*�/&1�)�/�-"�)"$�)�&+��))�01�1"0

ż �,21%���(,1��/"*,3"0�*�/&1�)�"5"*-1&,+
Ɣ �,**,+4"�)1%�3ǣ��%/"1&+�ȁǐǘǗǐȂ�ʴ�ǐ01�*�/&1�)�/�-"� ,+3& 1&,+
Ɣ �,/1%���/,)&+��ʛ�)�01�01�1"�1,�/" ,$+&7"�*�/&1�)�/�-"�&+�ǐǘǘǒ
Ɣ ǑǏǐǓ�ʴ�%�)#�,#�01�1"0�6"1�1,� ,*-)"1")6�/"*,3"�*�/&1�)�

"5"*-1&,+�)�40
Ɣ �1&))�),10�,#�"5 "-1&,+0�ȁ!,+ǯ1�&+ )2!"�!/2$$&+$Ǥ�

2+ ,+0 &,20+"00Ǥ� ,"/ &,+Ǥ�"1 ǣȂ�
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Ð�$�ãƓ�ƓįĐ�rãƅĨĳŕƋ
Ǒ+!�4�3"�ʴ�ǰ�1� �+�%�--"+�1,��+6,+"�+�//�1&3"Ǳ

ż ���������Ǥ������Ǹ������������������
Ŷ �" ,*"� "+1"/��+!�#, 20�,#��+1&Ǹ3&,)"+ "��+1&Ǹ/�-"�*,3"*"+1

ż �%&#1�#/,*�/� &01ȇ )�00&01�2+!"/01�+!&+$�ʴ�2+!"/01�+!&+$�,#�2+&3"/0�)�
32)+"/��&)&16�,#�4,*�+%,,!�
Ŷ �/"�1"!�#�)0"�ǰ2+&16Ǳ��"14""+�4,*"+
Ŷ ��/1& 2)�/&1&"0�,#�"5-"/&"+ "0������+!�),4Ǹ&+ ,*"�4,*"+�#� "�&$+,/"!

ż �"&+#,/ "!�&+".2�)&1&"0��+!�,--/"00&,+0
ż �"Ǹ/�!& �)&7"!��+1&Ǹ3&,)"+ "�*,3"*"+1�ʴ�%�!�,--,/12+&16�1,��!!/"00�/� &0*�

�+!� )�00&0*��0�4"))ǣǣǣ

 ƅŠĦĐƋƋĳŠŕãŌĳƿãƓĳŠŕ�ŠĦ�ãŕƓĳȸÏĳŠŌĐŕăĐ�r�ƯĐœĐŕƓ
Ɣ �##" 10ǥ

ż �"!�1,�4&!"0-/"�!�/" ,$+&1&,+�,#�������0���0"/&,20�&002"
ż �" 2/"!��+!�&+ /"�0"!�01�1"�#2+!&+$
ż �"Ǹ/�!& �)&7"!�1%"�*,3"*"+1�
ż �%&1"�4,*"+�01&))�)"�!�*�',/&16�,#�/�-"� /&0&0� "+1"/0�1,!�6��0�1%"6�%�!�

2--"/%�+!�4%"+�ǰ-/,#"00&,+�)&7�1&,+Ǳ�,#�/�-"� /&0&0� "+1"/0��"$�+
Ɣ �".2&/"*"+1�,#��!3�+ "!�!"$/""0�#,/�)"�!"/0%&-�-,0&1&,+0�4&1%&+������

,/$�+&7�1&,+0ǣǣǣ�

ȋȓȓȊɂƋȠ�*ĐƁŠŌĳƓĳăĳƿãƓĳŠŕ�
Ɣ �+1&Ǹ*,3"*"+1��" ,*"0�)"00�-,)&1& �)��+!�/�!& �)
Ɣ �,/"� ,**,+)6�2+!"/01,,!�&!"��,#�/�-"��0��+�� 1�,#�!,*&+�+ "�ʴ�

1%",/"1& �)��� (&+$�#/,*�ǖǏǯ0�#"*&+&010
Ɣ ��1&,+�)��,�)&1&,+��$�&+01��"52�)��00�2)1�ȁ�����Ȃ��+!�,1%"/�

 ,�)&1&,+0�0"1Ǹ2-�1,�1%"�*,3"*"+1
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$ŌĐƅƶ��ăƓ�ȴȋȓȓȊȵȠ�rãŕĉãƓĐĉ�ƅĐƁŠƅƓĳŕĨ
Ɣ "�++"��)"/6�/�-"!��+!�*2/!"/"!��0���	/"0%*�+��1��"%&$%�

�+&3"/0&16��6��� )�00*�1"�&+�ǐǘǗǕ
Ɣ ǓǏ�3&,)"+1� /&*"0��1����ǒ�6"�/0��"#,/"�"�++"�&0�*2/!"/"!

ż ��/"+10�01�1"�1%&0�&+#,/*�1&,+�0%,2)!��"�-2�)& &7"!�0,�#�*&)&"0� �+�*�("�
&+#,/*"!� ,))"$"�!" &0&,+0

Ɣ ǐǘǘǏ�"�++"��)"/6��&0 ),02/"�,#���*-20��" 2/&16��,)& 6��+!�
��*-20��/&*"��1�1&01& 0�� 1�,/��)"/6�� 1�
ż �*"+!"!��&$%"/��!2 �1&,+�� 1�,#�ǐǘǕǔ
ż �+#,/ "!���/".2&/"*"+1�#,/��))�&+01&121&,+0�,#�%&$%"/�"!2 �1&,+�4%,�%�3"�

#"!"/�)�#&+�+ &�)��&!�#2+!0�1,�&002"��++2�)�0" 2/&16�/"-,/1Ǥ�-2�)& � /&*"�
),$Ǥ��+!�-2�)& � /&*"�01�1&01& 0�-2�)& )6

$ŌĐƅƶ��ăƓ��œĐŕĉœĐŕƓƋȡ�ȋȓȓȌȸȌȊȊȒ
Ɣ ǐǘǘǑ�ʴ�"+02/"0�02/3&3,/0��/"�-/,3&!"!� "/1�&+�)"$�)�/&$%10
Ɣ ǐǘǘǗ�ʴ�"5-�+!"!�/"-,/1&+$�/".2&/"*"+10��+!�+�*"!�&1�#,/*�))6�

�#1"/�"�++"
Ɣ ǑǏǏǏ�ʖ�ǑǏǏǗ�ʴ�&+ /"�0"!�-/,1" 1&,+0�#,/�02/3&3,/0��$�&+01�

/"1�)&�1&,+�
ż �"$&01"/"!�0"5�,##"+!"/�+,1&#& �1&,+�ʖ�&+ /"�0"!�01�+!�/!0�,#� �*-20�

"*"/$"+ 6�/"0-,+0"

$ƅĳƓĳăĳƋœƋ�ŠĦ�ƓįĐ�$ŌĐƅƶ��ăƓ
Ɣ �+#,/ "0�2+!"//"-,/1&+$�!2"�1,�*&0/"-/"0"+1�1&,+�,#�1%&0�� 1�

�6� ,))"$"� �*-20"0
ż �2/3&3,/0Ǥ�012!"+10Ǥ�#� 2)16Ǥ��+!�01�##� ,+ "/+"!���,21�012!"+1�

 ,+#&!"+1&�)&16�

ÏĳŠŌĐŕăĐ��ĨãĳŕƋƓ�ÐŠœĐŕ��ăƓ�ȴȋȓȓȎȵ
Ɣ �!3, �1"0��/$2"�02/3&3,/0�0%,2)!+ǯ1�%�3"�1,�-�6�#,/�#,/"+0& �

*"!& �)�"5�*&+�1&,+�ʴ�4,2)!+ǯ1�/".2&/"���3& 1&*�,#���/,��"/6�
1,�-�6�#,/�"3&!"+ "� ,))" 1&,+

Ɣ �".2&/"0�01�1"0��+!�), �)�$,3"/+*"+1�)��$"+ &"0�1,�-�6�#,/�
 ,01�,#�#,/"+0& �*"!& �)�"5�*&+�1&,+0�ʴ�,/�4,2)!�),0"�#2+!&+$�
#,/�1%"0"�(&10
ż �1�1"0�*201�-/,3"�#2+!0�1,� ,3"/�1%"0"� ,010�"5&01"!
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UŕƋƓĳƓƙƓĳŠŕãŌ�ĳœƁƅŠƯĐœĐŕƓƋ�ŠĦ�Ȍŕĉ�ưãƯĐȠ�ĦŠƅ�ưįŠȧ
Ɣ �*-/,3"!�0, &�)��+!�)"$�)�0"/3& "0��"+"#&1"!�*&!!)"Ǹ )�00��+!�

2--"/Ǹ )�00��%&1"�4,*"+�1%"�*,01
ż ��!��  "00&�&)&16�1,�1%"/�-&010Ǥ�)�4�"+#,/ "*"+1�,##& "/0Ǥ�!, 1,/0Ǥ��+!�

 /&*&+�)�'201& "�0601"*
ż �")&�+ "��+!�"5-�+0&,+�,+�1%"��1�1"

Ɣ �����/&+$�2-� ,+ "/+0���,21�&+ /"�0"!��//"010Ǥ�!"1"+1&,+0Ǥ��+!�
-/,0" 21&,+0
ż �&!")6�&$+,/"!��6�*�&+01/"�*ȇ�%&1"�#"*&+&0*

Ɣ �,+0".2"+ "0�,#�/")&�+ "�,+�1%"��1�1"�#")1�*,01��6������+!�
),4Ǹ&+ ,*"� ,**2+&1&"0

ż �"�3&"/�-,)& &+$Ǥ�*�00�&+ �/ "/�1&,+Ǥ�-,)& "��/21�)&16

ÐŠœĐŕ�ŠĦ�$ŠŌŠƅ�tĐƓưŠƅň�ȴÐ�$tȵ�ȴȋȓȓȑȵ
Ɣ �+%�+ "��+!�-/,*,1"�����)"�!"/0%&-��+!��!3, �1"0�&+���Ǥ�

�"//&1,/&"0��+!��/&��)�+�1&,+0�1,�")&*&+�1"�����
Ɣ �%�))"+$"�/� &0*�&+������*,3"*"+1�-20%&+$�����,21

ż ����01"/",16-"!��0�ǰ�$$/"00&3"Ǳ�,/�ǰ,3"/)6Ǹ.2"01&,+&+$Ǳ
ż �&11)"�&+01&121&,+�)�02--,/1�4&1%&+��2/"�2 /�1& ������,/$�+&7�1&,+0�#,/�

*"+1,/0%&-�,#����� ,*-�/"!�1,���
ż ǰ�)!�$&/)0�+"14,/(Ǳ�ʴ���',/&16�,#�1%,0"�4%,�-20%"!�#,/�-/,#"00&,+�)&7�1&,+�

,#�1%"�#&")!�%�3"�+"14,/(0�1%�1�-/,3&!"�*,/"�,--,/12+&1&"0��+!�02--,/1�#,/�
1%,0"�4&1%�0%�/"!�&!"+1&1&"0�ȁ��Ȃ

ż ����/"*,3"!Ǥ�#,/ "!�/"0&$+�1&,+Ǥ�.2&1�!2"�1,�%,01&)"�"+3&/,+*"+1
Ɣ 	&0%�,4)��##" 1ǥ�#"4�����*�("�&1�&+1,�1%"0"�/,)"0Ǥ�4%"+�1%&+$0�

#�))�1%/,2$%Ǥ�,1%"/�����0""�1%&0��+!��/"�!&0 ,2/�$"!
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ȋƋƓ�$ƅĳƓĳăãŌ�¤ĐƋĳƋƓãŕăĐ�$ŠŕĦĐƅĐŕăĐ�ȴȋȓȓȒȵȡ�"ĐƅňĐŌĐƶȡ�$�
Ɣ �/$�+&7"/0�ʴ�����&+�-/&0,+���,)&1&,+��+!������*,3"*"+10
Ɣ ǒǤǔǏǏ��11"+!""0�ʴ�012!"+10Ǥ�� 1&3&010Ǥ�-/,#"00,/0Ǥ�#,/*"/�

-/&0,+"/0Ǥ�#�*&)&"0Ǥ�#,/*"/�-,)&1& �)�-/&0,+"/0Ǥ�"1 ǣ
Ɣ �����ʴ��""!�1,�!&0 200�0"/&,20)6�%,4�4,*"+� �+��"�0�#"�#/,*�

�����&+���4,/)!�4&1%,21�-/&0,+0
ż �""!�1,�%,)!�*"+�4%,� ,**&1�������  ,2+1��)"

Ɣ �/&0,+���,)&1&,+&010ȇ����ʴ� /&1&.2"�ǰ7"/,�1,)"/�+ "ǤǱ�
*�+!�1,/6��//"010Ǥ�&+ /"�0"!�0"+1"+ &+$Ǥ�"1 ǣ
ż �/&1&.2"�,#������*,3"*"+1ǯ0�/")&�+ "�,+�&+01&121&,+0��+!��+!�-/&0,+�0601"*0�

ʴ��##" 1������+!�����1%"�*,01
ż �/&1&.2"�/")6&+$�,+���0601"*�1%�1�-"/-"1/�1"0�3&,)"+ "�1,�"+!�3&,)"+ "�

ªŠăĳãŌ�ƋįĳĦƓƋ�ŠĦ�ƙŕĉĐƅƋƓãŕĉĳŕĨƋ�ŠĦ�ƋĐƵƙãŌ�ƯĳŠŌĐŕăĐ
Ɣ �-&+&,+�-,))0�/"3"�)��  "-1�+ "�,#�
���!" )&+"!� ,+0&!"/��)6�

�"14""+�ǘǏ0ǸǑǏǏǏ
Ɣ ǰ/�-"ǱȇǱ �/+�)�(+,4)"!$"Ǳ�ʴ�0"52�)��00�2)1

ż �)),40�#,/�3�/6&+$�!"$/""0�,#�3&,)"+ "�1,��"�/" ,$+&7"!
ż �+ )2!"0�2+4�+1"!�-"+"1/�1&,+�3&��,�'" 1

Ɣ �" ,$+&1&,+�,#�/�-"�%�--"+&+$�� /,00�-,4"/�!&##"/"+1&�)0
ż �,/(-)� "�%�/�00*"+1
ż �� &�)�1"//,/&0*
ż 
"+!"/�3&,)"+ "

Ɣ ǰ�1� �+�%�--"+�1,��+6,+"Ǳ�+�//�1&3"�ʴ�/"02)1�,#�*�&+01/"�*�Ǒ+!�
4�3"�,#�#"*&+&0*
ż �%&#1�#/,*�&+!&3&!2�)&7"!�"5-"/&"+ "��)),4"!�#,/�-,-2)&01�*�00�*,3"*"+1�
ż �%&1"�4,*"+ǯ0�"5-"/&"+ "0�ʛ�2+&3"/0�)�"5-"/&"+ "0
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*Đ�eƙƅĐ�ƯƋȦ�*Đ�HãăƓŠ
Ɣ ��1&,+�)��/&*"��& 1&*&7�1&,+��2/3"6�ȁǐǘǘǐȂ�ʴ�02/3&3,/0�

0)&$%1)6�*,/"�)&(")6�1,�/"-,/1�
Ɣ �"52�)�3&,)"+ "�-,01��+1&Ǹ3&,)"+ "�*,3"*"+1�ȁǐǘǘǏǸǘǕȂ�0)&$%1)6�

*,/"�)&(")6�1,��"�/"-,/1"!�1%�+�-/"Ǹ3&,)"+ "�*,3"*"+1�ȁǐǘǖǔȂ
Ɣ �"$&0)�1&,+� %�+$"0�%�0�+,1�)"!�1,�,3"/�))�&+ /"�0"�&+�

 ,+3& 1&,+0Ǥ��//"010Ǥ�,/�&+ �/ "/�1&,+�/�1"0
Ɣ ǑǏǐǓ�012!6�ʴ���+6�!"+,2+ "�/�-"��21�*,/"��  "-1��)"��11&12!"0�

1,4�/!0�ǰ#,/ "#2)�&+1"/ ,2/0"Ǳ
ż �,/"�4,/(�1,�!,�,+�0, &"1�)��11&12!"0

$ŠŌŠƅ�ŠĦ�ÏĳŠŌĐŕăĐȠ�ÏĳŠŌĐŕăĐ��ĨãĳŕƋƓ�Ð�$�ȴȌȊȊȊȵȡ�ªãŕƓã�$ƅƙƿȡ�$�
Ɣ �3"/�ǐǤǔǏǏ���1&3"��*"/& �+Ǥ��#/& �+��*"/& �+Ǥ���1&+�Ǥ��0&�+Ǥ�

�+!�4,*"+��+!�*"+�#/,*��))�,3"/�1%"�4,/)!
ż ��+6�����#/,*�ǗǏǯ0��+!�ǘǏǯ0�#"*&+&01�$/,2-0�1&/"!�,#�
����"&+$�,+)6�#,/*�

,#�3&,)"+ "�/" ,$+&7"!�&+�#"*&+&01�0-� "0
ż �&0 200�/"Ǹ#, 20&+$�1%"��+1&Ǹ3&,)"+ "�*,3"*"+1
ż ǐ01�+�1&,+�)�"3"+1�4&1%�*2)1&Ǹ"1%+& ȇ*2)1&Ǹ/� &�)�$/,2-�,#�� 1&3&010��+!�

012!"+10��+!�� �!"*& 0�!&0 200��+!�-)�+�4�60�1,��!!/"00�3&,)"+ "��$�&+01�
���

Ɣ �+!/"���*&1%�ʴ�������/,#"00,/��+!� ,+#"/"+ "� ,,/!&+�1,/
ż � ,+,*& Ǥ�&+01&121&,+�)Ǥ��+!�01�1"�3&,)"+ "
ż �%&1"�4,*"+�4%,�-/"1"+!"!�1,��"��%"/,(""ǣǣǣ*,/"�,+�1%�1�)�1"/

$ŠŌŠƅ�ŠĦ�ÏĳŠŌĐŕăĐ�$ŠŕĦĐƅĐŕăĐ�ȴăŠŕƓȦȵ
ǭ�%&0�%�0�1%"�-,1"+1&�)�1,��"�/"3,)21&,+�/6��" �20"�&1�#, 20"0�,+�1%"�)�/$"/�
-& 12/"ǸǸ&+01&121&,+�)Ǥ�01�1"Ǥ��+!�" ,+,*& �3&,)"+ "ǸǸ�+!��)0,� ,+#/,+10�
-"/0,+�)�3&,)"+ "�4&1%&+� ,**2+&1&"0�,#� ,),/�4&1%�$/�00/,,10�-,)&1& �)�

01/�1"$&"0ǣ��%"/"Ǭ0���1"+!"+ 6�4&1%&+�1%"��+1&Ǹ3&,)"+ "�*,3"*"+1�1,�0""�1%"�
-,)& "Ǥ�-/&0,+0Ǥ��+!�1%"�"+1&/"� /&*&+�)�'201& "�0601"*��0�1%"�0,)21&,+�1,�
0"52�)ȇ!,*"01& �3&,)"+ "�&+���4�6�1%�1�&0+Ǭ1� /&1& �)�,#�1%"&/�/,)"0�&+�
-"/-"1/�1&+$�3&,)"+ "��$�&+01� ,**2+&1&"0�,#� ,),/ǣǭ�Ǹ��+!/"���*&1%Ǥ��%�Ǥ�

�,+#"/"+ "��,,/!&+�1,/

Ɣ 	,2+!�1&,+�,#��+ &1"Ǩ��,*"+�,#��,),/��$�&+01��&,)"+ "
ż �+&,+�,#�����&+�������+!�-/&0,+���,)&1&,+�*,3"*"+1
ż �"!& �1"!�1,� %�))"+$&+$����������01�1"�3&,)"+ "
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UŕăĳƓĐȣ�ÐŠœĐŕ�ŠĦ�$ŠŌŠƅ��ĨãĳŕƋƓ�ÏĳŠŌĐŕăĐ
Ɣ 
/�00/,,10�/�1%"/�1%�+��2/"�2 /�1& �ʴ�), �)�&002"0��+!��/&+$�

)"+0�#/,*� ,+#"/"+ "0��+!�1�0(#,/ "0
Ɣ �/&1& �)��"0&01�+ "Ǹ�+ &1"Ǩ��1�1"*"+1�ʴ�Ǖ������+!�ǐ�

-/,Ǹ#"*&+&01������))�&+3,)3"!�&+�-/&0,+���,)&1&,+��+!ȇ,/������
*,3"*"+10�#,/�-�01�14,�!" �!"0
ż �&0"+$�$"*"+1�4&1%�1%"��1�1"
ż �����+""!�1,�/"1%&+(�/"0,2/ "0Ǥ�/")�1&,+0�4&1%�-,)& "Ǥ��+!�0"/3& "0�

-/,3&!"!
ż ��1&,+�)��,�)&1&,+��$�&+01��,*"01& ��&,)"+ "�0&$+0�,+ǨǨǨ
ż �����"�/)6�� 1&3&010�!"#"+0&3"�ʴ�/".2&/"!�%2$"�"##,/10�1,�*�("�)"$�)��+!�

-,)& 6Ǹ��0"!� %�+$"0
ż ��/)6�-/&0,+���,)&1&,+&01�4%,�4,/("!�4&1%�&*-/&0,+"!�4,*"+�ʴ�#")1��0�&#�

4,/(�%�!��""+�!&0/"$�/!"!�,/�&+3&0&�&)&7"!

UŕăĳƓĐȣ�ɡ�jŠăãŌ��ƅĨãŕĳƿãƓĳŠŕƋ
Ɣ �+ &1"ǯ0��,**2+&16��  ,2+1��&)&16���("�	,/ "

ż �,/("!�4&1%�), �)�,/$�+&7�1&,+0�ʴ��&01������&01��ȁ���ȂǤ��"�11)"ǯ0�
�,**2+&1&"0��$�&+01���-"��+!���20"

ż �00&01� ,**2+&1&"0� /"�1"�,4+�*,!")0��+!�&+1"/3"+1&,+0�#,/�����

$ĐŕƓƅãŌ� ãƅň�HĳƯĐ�$ãƋĐ�ÏãăãƓĐĉ�ȴȌȊȊȌȵ
Ɣ ǐǘǗǘ�/�-"Ǥ��00�2)1Ǥ��+!�0,!,*6�,#�ǑǗǸ6"�/Ǹ,)!�#"*�)"�',$$"/Ǥ�

�/&0%���"&)&
ż �+� ,*��#/,*��11� (�4&1%�+,�*"*,/6�,#�!"1�&)0

Ɣ �� &01�/%"1,/& ��/,2+!�1%"� �0"
Ɣ �/2*-��260�#2))Ǹ-�$"��!0�#,/�!"�1%�-"+�)16�1,��"�/"&+01�1"!
Ɣ �+1/,+�� �/�6Ǥ���6*,+!���+1�+�Ǥ��"3&+��& %�/!0,+Ǥ��20"#�

��)��*Ǥ��+!��,/"6��&0"
ż ǐǓǸǐǕ��1�1&*"�,#�4/,+$#2)��//"01
ż �,"/ "!��6�)�4�"+#,/ "*"+1�,##& &�)0�1,��!*&1�$2&)1

Ŷ �"+&"!�#,,!Ǥ�!/&+(Ǥ��+!�0)""-�#,/�%,2/0�
Ŷ �,�)�46"/0�,/�-�/"+10�,/�$2�/!&�+0�-/"0"+1

ż �/,+$#2))6�&*-/&0,+"!�2+1&)�ǑǏǏǑ�����"3&!"+ "� )"�/0�1%"&/�+�*"0
Ŷ ��1&�0��"6"0�ʴ�0"/&�)�/�-&01��+!�*2/!"/"/� ,+#"00"0�,#��"&+$�0,)"�

-"/-"1/�1,/
ż �&0"�0-"+1�ǐǒ�6"�/0�&+�-/&0,+Ǥ�,1%"/�Ǔ�0-"+1�ǖ�6"�/0�&+�-/&0,+
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$ĐŕƓƅãŌ� ãƅň�HĳƯĐ
Ð�$t�ȌȊȊȑ�¤ãŌŌƶ

Ɣ ��))6�1,�02--,/1������!3, �1"0
Ɣ �"$&+0�!&�),$2"��"14""+�����&+�*,3"*"+10��+!�-/,$/�*0
Ɣ ǑǏǏǖ�+�1&,+�)�02/3"6�ʴ�ǑǒǑ�����/"0-,+!"+10

ż ǒǗǣǕʋ��  ,*-)&0%*"+10��+!�0(&))0��/"�2+!"/3�)2"!��+!ȇ,/�2+ ,*-"+0�1"!
ż ǒǘǣǕʋ�-/&3&)"$"�!&0/"$�/!"!��" �20"�1%,0"��1�1,-� )�&*"!�1,��"��+1&Ǹ/� &01Ǥ�

 2)12/�))6�&+ )20&3"Ǥ�"1 ǣ�
ż ǓǓʋ�)� (�,#��4�/"+"00�%,4�������##" 10������+!�����!&##"/"+1)6
ż ǖǓʋ�/� &�)�*�("Ǹ2-�&0�*,01)6��%&1"
ż �+)6�ǑǒǣǗʋ�&+!& �1"!�1%"6�%�!���*"+1,/�&+�1%"&/�,/$ȇ*,3"*"+1�

Ɣ 	&+!&+$0��+!�/�))6�ʴ��002"0�,#�����&+�*,3"*"+1ȇ,/$�/".2&/"0�
*,/"��11"+1&,+

Ð�$t�ȌȊȊȒ�$ãŌŌ�ƓŠ��ăƓĳŠŕ
�+0&$%1�,+�&002"0�4&1%&+������,/$�+&7�1&,+0ǥ

ǐǣ �2)12/�)�&$+,/�+ "�ʴ��0&+$�,)!�)�+$2�$"�4%"+�/"#"//&+$�1,����Ǧ�
)� (�,#�*"�)�!&3"/0&16�#,/�1%,0"�4&1%�/")&$&,20�,/� 2)12/�)�
/"01/& 1&,+0

Ǒǣ �&0 /&*&+�1&,+�ʴ�/".2&/"�4,*"+�1,� ,*"�&+�-"/0,+�1,��"�
�!*&11"!�ȁ)�+$2�$"���//&"/0Ǥ� &1&7"+0%&-�0%&-�01�120Ǥ�"1 ǣȂ

�ǣ �����0"+1�1,�,1%"/� )&+& 0
ǒǣ �**&$/�1&,+ȇ��+$2�$"���//&"/0�ʴ��,+Ǹ�+$)&0%�,/��&*&1"!��+$)&0%�

0-"�(&+$�4,*"+�+,1"�&*-�1&"+ "�,/�)� (�,#�2+!"/01�+!&+$
�ǣ �,/"� ,*-)"5�)"$�)� �0"0

Ǔǣ �� (�,#��"0-,+0&�&)&16�ʴ��/,�)"*�1& ��%&1"��!3, �1"0� )�&*�
&$+,/�+ "�,/�!,4+-)�6�&002"0�����#� "

�ǣ �"+!�����1,������!3, �1"0�ʴ�ǰ0"/3&+$�1%"&/�,4+Ǳ�/�1%"/�1%�+����)"�/+&+$�
1,��"� 2)12/�))6��+!�/� &�))6� ,*-"1"+1

 ƙƋįāãăň�ĦŠƅ�œŠƅĐ�ƅĐŌĳãŕăĐ�Šŕ�jĐĨãŌ�ƋƶƋƓĐœƋ
Ɣ ��#"���*-20�� 1�ʴ�/".2&/"0� �0"0�,#�0"52�)�3&,)"+ "�1,�$,�

1%/,2$%�)"$�)�0601"*
Ɣ ���ǔǐ�ʴ�/".2&/"0� �0"0�,#�0"52�)�3&,)"+ "�1,�$,�1%/,2$%�)"$�)�

0601"*��"#,/"�-2+&1&3"�� 1&,+�*�6��"�1�("+�,+��� ,))"$"� �*-20
ż ���)"!�1%&0�6"�/Ǥ�!,+"�#,/�1%&0�6"�/
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*Đãƅ�$ŠŌŌĐãĨƙĐ�ŌĐƓƓĐƅ
"Ōãăň�jĳƯĐƋ�rãƓƓĐƅ�ȴȌȊȋȌȵ

Ɣ �1�/1"!��#1"/�1%"�*2/!"/�,#��/�63,+���/1&+��6�
",/$"��&**"/*�+�
ȁ� .2&11"!Ȃ�ʴ�ǐǖǸ6"�/Ǹ,)!��/�63,+���/1&+�-21�,+�1/&�)�
ȁ-,01%2*,20)6Ȃ�#,/�%&0�,4+�*2/!"/ǧ�

Ɣ ǒ��)� (�4,*"+ǥ��)& &��
�/7�Ǥ���1/&00"��2)),/0Ǥ��-�)��,*"1&
Ɣ ǰ�%�-1"/���0"!�+�1&,+�)�,/$�+&7�1&,+�4,/(&+$�#,/�1%"�3�)&!&16�

,#��)� (�)&#"ǣǱ
Ɣ �"01�/1"!�1%"�,/$�+&7"!��)� (�)&�"/�1&,+�*,3"*"+1
Ɣ ȗ��6�"/��*"
Ɣ ȗ�)� (�/�+0�&3"0��11"/

"jr�JŠãŌƋ
Ɣ �$�&+01�-,)& "��+!�01�1"�3&,)"+ "��0�4"))��0�3&,)"+ "��$�&+01�

�)� (� ,**2+&1&"0��6�3&$&)�+1"0
Ɣ �##&/*0�)&3"0�,#��)� (�.2""/�#,)(Ǥ�1/�+0�#,)(Ǥ�!&0��)"0�#,)(Ǥ�

2+!, 2*"+1"!�#,)(Ǥ�#,)(0�4&1%���/" ,/!Ǥ��)� (�4,*"+��+!��))�
1%,0"�,+�1%"�$"+!"/�0-" 1/2*

Ɣ �)� (�-,3"/16��+!�$"+, &!"�ʛ�01�1"�3&,)"+ "
Ɣ ��00�&+ �/ "/�1&,+�ʛ�01�1"�3&,)"+ "
Ɣ �)� (�4,*"+��+!� %&)!/"+�#"")&+$�"##" 10�,#��)� (�*"+ǯ0�

&+ �/ "/�1&,+�ʛ�01�1"�3&,)"+ "
Ɣ �)� (�.2""/�#,)(��+!�1/�+0�#,)(��"&+$�#"1&0%&7"!��+!ȇ,/�

*2/!"/"!�ʛ�01�1"�3&,)"+ "�
Ɣ �5-),&1�1&,+�,#��)� (�$&/)0�!2/&+$�1&*"0�,#� ,+#)& 1Ǥ�%&01,/& �

�+!�-/"0"+1�ʛ�01�1"�3&,)"+ "
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ȌȊȋȍ�H"U�¤ãƁĐ��ĉĉĐŕĉƙœ
Ɣ �%�+$"0�!"#&+&1&,+�,#�0"52�)�3&,)"+ "

ǰ��/+�)�(+,4)"!$"�,#���#"*�)"�#,/ &�)6��+!��$�&+01�%"/�4&))ǣǱ�ʴ�
ǰ�"+"1/�1&,+Ǥ�+,�*�11"/�%,4�0)&$%1Ǥ�,#�1%"�3�$&+��,/��+20�4&1%�
�+6��,!6�-�/1�,/�,�'" 1Ǥ�,/�,/�)�-"+"1/�1&,+��6���0"5�,/$�+�,#�
�+,1%"/�-"/0,+Ǥ�4&1%,21�1%"� ,+0"+1�,#�1%"�3& 1&*ǣǱ

ǐǣ ��("0��4�6�$"+!"/�-/,+,2+0��+!�%"1"/,+,/*�1&3&16�,#�,/&$&+�)�!"#&+&1&,+
Ǒǣ �"+"1/�1&,+�,#��+6��,!6�-�/1ȇ,/&#& "�/" ,$+&7"!��0�0"52�)�3&,)"+ "
ǒǣ �%60& �)�#,/ "�+,1���/".2&/"*"+1�#,/�&1�1,��"�0"52�)�3&,)"+ "

JƅŠưĳŕĨ�$ŠŌŌĐĨĐ�$ãœƁƙƋ�ɡ�tãƓĳŠŕãŌ�rŠƯĐœĐŕƓ
Ɣ �+,4��,2/���
Ɣ ��//6�1%�1��"&$%1
Ɣ �1ǯ0��+��0
Ɣ �)214�)(
Ɣ �"+&*���6

³ŠĉãƶȦȦȦ
Ɣ �,+ "/+0��+!�!&�),$2"0�1,!�6ǥ�
/,4&+$�+2*�"/�,#�*"+�&+�1%"�

*,3"*"+1��+!�"##" 10�,#�1%&0
Ɣ ��-"��0���0,)")6�-,)&1& �)�*,!")�ʴ�%"�)1%�*,!")�
Ɣ �1&))�1"+0&,+0��"14""+��%&1"�	"*&+&0*�ʖ�/�+0�

�5 )20&3"ȇ�51"/*&+�1,/6���!& �)�	"*&+&0*�ȁ���	Ȃ�30ǣ�
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jŠŕĨ�ưãƶƋ�ƓŠ�ĨŠȢ�
Ɣ �##" 10�,#��61%�,#��)� (���)"���-&01�ʴ�����)"00�)&(")6�1,��"�

�")&"3"!��0�02/3&3,/0�ȁ*"+�&+�$"+"/�)�)"00�)&(")6�1,��"�
�")&"3"!Ȃ
ż ����02/3&3,/0�)"00�)&(")6�1,�/"-,/1�!2"�1,�01�1"�3&,)"+ "������+!�����#� "

Ɣ �0)�*�-%,�& �01"/",16-"0�ʴ�3&,)"+1�*"+��+!�ǰ,--/"00"!Ǳ�4,*"+
ż �����0""+��0���/"02)1�,#��0)�*& � 2)12/"�ʴ�20"!�1,�'201&#6��%&1"��%/&01&�+�
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�$�&+01�1%"&/� ,**2+&1&"0�
Ɣ �1"/",16-"0�,#��)� (��+!���1&+��%6-"/0"52�)&16�ʴ�ǰ�0(&+$�#,/�

&1Ǳ
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1,�01& (�2-�#,/�0")3"0Ǳ
Ɣ �1"/",16-"0�,#������*"+��0�"##"*&+�1"�ʴ�)"00�)&(")6�1,��"�0""+�

�0�-"/-"1/�1,/0��

jĳňĐȡ�ƅĐãŌŌƶ�ŌŠŕĨ�ưãƶƋ�ƓŠ�ĨŠȢ�
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3ƅã�ŠĦ�³ƅƙœƁ
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¤ĐĦĐƅĐŕăĐƋ
$PDU��$��)��������³$IULFDQ�$PHULFDQ�FROOHJH�ZRPHQ
V�SHUFHSWLRQV�RI�UHVRXUFHV�DQG�EDUULHUV�ZKHQ�UHSRUWLQJ�IRUFHG�VH[�´�-RXUQDO�RI�1DWLRQDO�%ODFN�1XUVHV�$VVRFLDWLRQ������±���

$VLDQ�3DFLILF�,QVWLWXWH�RQ�*HQGHU�%DVHG�9LROHQFH��Q�G��³6WDWLVWLFV�RQ�9LROHQFH�$JDLQVW�$3,�:RPHQ�´�5HWULHYHG�-DQXDU\���WK�������
�KWWS���ZZZ�DSL�JEY�RUJ�UHVRXUFHV�YLROHQFH�DJDLQVW�DSL�ZRPHQ�SKS���

$VLDQ�3DFLILF�,QVWLWXWH�RQ�*HQGHU�%DVHG�9LROHQFH��-XO\�������³+,9��,39��DQG�$VLDQ�$PHULFDQ�3DFLILF�,VODQGHU�:RPHQ�	�*LUOV�´�5HWULHYHG�-DQXDU\���WK�������
�KWWS���ZZZ�DSL�JEY�RUJ�LVVXHV�KLY�DLGV�SKS���

&DPSEHOO��5HEHFFD��������³5DSH�6XUYLYRUV¶�([SHULHQFHV�ZLWK�/HJDO�DQG�0HGLFDO�6\VWHPV��'R�5DSH�9LFWLP�$GYRFDWHV�0DNH�D�'LIIHUHQFH"´�9LROHQFH�$JDLQVW�:RPHQ���������������
5HWULHYHG�2FWREHU��UG��������KWWSV���ZZZ�QFEL�QOP�QLK�JRY�SXEPHG������������

&DPSQH\��%UHQW�0�3��������³&KDSWHU����7KH�/LIH�RI�1R�&RORUHG�0DQ�LV�6DIH�´���������LQ�7KLV�LV�1RW�'L[LH��5DFLVW�9LROHQFH�LQ�.DQVDV�������������8QLYHUVLW\�RI�,OOLQRLV�3UHVV��5HWULHYHG�
1RYHPEHU���WK�������
�KWWSV���ZZZ�MVWRU�RUJ�VWDEOH���������M�FWW��W[ZT����"6HDUFK \HV	UHVXOW,WHP&OLFN WUXH		VHDUFK8UL ��)WRSLF��)YLROHQFH�DJDLQVW�ZRPHQ��)��)SDJH��'�	VHT ���SDJHBVFDQBWD
EBFRQWHQWVKWWSV���ZZZ�MVWRU�RUJ�VWDEOH���������M�FWW��W[ZT����"6HDUFK \HV	UHVXOW,WHP&OLFN WUXH		VHDUFK8UL ��)WRSLF��)YLROHQFH�DJDLQVW�ZRPHQ��)��)SDJH��'�	VHT ���SDJ
HBVFDQBWDEBFRQWHQWV���

&DQWRU��'���%��)LVKHU��6��&KLEQDOO��5��7RZQVHQG��+��/HH��&��%UXFH��	�*��7KRPDV��������5HSRUW�RQ�$$8�&DPSXV�&OLPDWH�6XUYH\�RQ�6H[XDO�$VVDXOW�DQG�6H[XDO�0LVFRQGXFW��7KH�
$VVRFLDWLRQ�RI�$PHULFDQ�8QLYHUVLWLHV��5RFNYLOOH��0'��:HVWDW��5HWULHYHG�1RYHPEHU���WK��������KWWSV���ZZZ�DDX�HGX�&OLPDWH�6XUYH\�DVS["LG ��������

&UHQVKDZ��.LPEHUOH��������'HPDUJLQDOL]LQJ�WKH�,QWHUVHFWLRQ�RI�5DFH�DQG�6H[��$�%ODFN�)HPLQLVW�&ULWLTXH�RI�$QWLGLVFULPLQDWLRQ�'RFWULQH��)HPLQLVW�7KHRU\�DQG�$QWLUDFLVW�3ROLWLFV�&KLFDJR��
,/��8QLYHUVLW\�RI�&KLFDJR�3UHVV��$FFHVVHG�0DUFK�����������KWWS���FKLFDJRXQERXQG�XFKLFDJR�HGX�FJL�YLHZFRQWHQW�FJL"DUWLFOH ����	FRQWH[W XFOI��

&UHQVKDZ��.LPEHUOH��������³0DSSLQJ�WKH�0DUJLQV��,QWHUVHFWLRQDOLW\��,GHQWLW\�3ROLWLFV��DQG�9LROHQFH�DJDLQVW�:RPHQ�RI�&RORU´�6WDQIRUG�/DZ�5HYLHZ��������

'DYLV��$QJHOD�<��������³5HIOHFWLRQV�RQ�WKH�%ODFN�:RPDQ¶V�5ROH�LQ�WKH�&RPPXQLW\�RI�6ODYHV�´�7KH�0DVVDFKXVHWWV�5HYLHZ����ò�����������$FFHVVHG�-DQXDU\��WK�������
�KWWS���ZZZ�ERZGRLQ�HGX�QHZV�HYHQWV�DUFKLYHV�LPDJHV�&RPPXQLW\���RI���6ODYHV�SGI��

'DYLV��$QJHOD�<���������5DSH��5DFLVP�DQG�WKH�&DSLWDOLVW�6HWWLQJ���7KH�%ODFN�6FKRODU���������������:HE����KWWSV���ZZZ�MVWRU�RUJ�VWDEOH���������"VHT ��SDJHBVFDQBWDEBFRQWHQWV�
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/HH��-���(�&��3RPHUR\��6��.��<RR��	�.��7��5KHLQEROGW��������³$WWLWXGHV�7RZDUGV�5DSH��$�&RPSDULVRQ�EHWZHHQ�$VLDQ�DQG�&DXFDVLDQ�&ROOHJH�6WXGHQWV�´�9LROHQFH�$JDLQVW�:RPHQ�����������������
5HWULHYHG�1RYHPEHU��WK��������KWWSV���ZZZ�QFEL�QOP�QLK�JRY�SXEPHG������������

/HUQHU��*HUGD��HG��������%ODFN�:RPHQ�LQ�:KLWH�$PHULFD��$�'RFXPHQWDU\�+LVWRU\��1HZ�<RUN�&LW\��1<��9LQWDJH�%RRNV�

/RUGH��$XGUH��������³/HDUQLQJ�IURP�WKH���V´�$XGUH��/RUGH��6LVWHU�2XWVLGHU��(VVD\V�	�6SHHFKHV�E\�$XGUH�/RUGH��%HUNHOH\��&URVVLQJ�3UHVV�����������������

0DLHU��6��/���������6H[XDO�$VVDXOW�1XUVH�([DPLQHUV
�3HUFHSWLRQV�RI�WKH�,QIOXHQFH�RI�5DFH�DQG�(WKQLFLW\�RQ�9LFWLPV
�5HVSRQVHV�WR�5DSH��)HPLQLVW�&ULPLQRORJ\��������������$FFHVVHG�0DUFK�����

������KWWS���MRXUQDOV�VDJHSXE�FRP�GRL�DEV���������������������������

1DWLRQDO�:RPHQ¶V�+LVWRU\�0XVHXP��������³$IULFDQ�$PHULFDQ�:RPHQ�DQG�6XIIUDJH�´�5HWULHYHG�-DQXDU\����������

�KWWSV���ZZZ�QZKP�RUJ�RQOLQH�H[KLELWV�ULJKWVIRUZRPHQ�$IULFDQ$PHULFDQZRPHQ�KWPO��

1�D��������³:KHQ�*HQGHU�DQG�5DFH�&ROOLGH��LW¶V�³0LVRJ\QRLU´�´�:,7:�6WDII��1<7LPHV��$FFHVVHG�0DUFK����������
�KWWS���Q\WOLYH�Q\WLPHV�FRP�ZRPHQLQWKHZRUOG������������ZKHQ�GLVFULPLQDWLRQ�RI�UDFH�DQG�JHQGHU�FROOLGH�LWV�PLVRJ\QRLU��

1�D��1�G��³&RPPXQLWLHV�RI�&RORU�DQG�WKH�,PSDFWV�RI�6H[XDO�9LROHQFH�´�6H[XDO�$VVDXOW�DQG�3UHYHQWLRQ�$ZDUHQHVV�&HQWHU��8QLYHUVLW\�RI�0LFKLJDQ��$FFHVVHG�0DUFK����������
�KWWSV���VDSDF�XPLFK�HGX�DUWLFOH�����

1�D��������7KH�6HFRQG�5HSRUW�RI�WKH�:KLWH�+RXVH�7DVN�)RUFH�WR�3URWHFW�6WXGHQWV�IURP�6H[XDO�$VVDXOW��7KH�:KLWH�+RXVH��:DVKLQJWRQ��'�&���7KH�:KLWH�+RXVH��5HWULHYHG�-DQXDU\���WK�������
�KWWSV���ZZZ�ZKLWHKRXVH�JRY�VLWHV�ZKLWHKRXVH�JRY�ILOHV�LPDJHV�'RFXPHQWV��������9$:���(YHQW�7)���5HSRUW�3')���

3DODFLRV��/HQD�������*LUOKRRG�DQG�WKH�3ROLWLFV�RI�3ODFH��%HUJKDKQ�%RRNV��$FFHVVHG�0DUFK�����������KWWS���ZZZ�MVWRU�RUJ�VWDEOH�M�FWW��M[Q�������

3%6�1�'��³&RQGLWLRQV�RI�$QWHEHOOXP�6ODYHU\������������´�3%V��$FFHVVHG�0DUFK�����������KWWS���ZZZ�SEV�RUJ�ZJEK�DLD�SDUW���S�����KWPO��

5LFKLH��%HWK�(��������³$�%ODFN�)HPLQLVW�5HIOHFWLRQ�RQ�WKH�$QWLYLROHQFH�0RYHPHQW�´�6LJQV�������������������$FFHVVHG�0DUFK�����������KWWS���ZZZ�MVWRU�RUJ�VWDEOH����������
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Images from SAPA 201 pt. 1 Curriculum have been removed to respect and adhere to copyright 

laws. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

¤ĐĦĐƅĐŕăĐƋ�ăŠŕƓȦ
5XVKLQ��.DWH��������³7KH�%ULGJH�3RHP�´�$FFHVVHG�0DUFK�����������KWWS���NDWHUXVKLQSRHW�FRP�SRHP��KWPO��

6HOI��5REHUW�2��������³%RGLHV�&RXQW��7KH�6L[WLHV�%RG\�LQ�$PHULFDQ�3ROLWLFV�´���������LQ�7KH�/RQJ�������5HYLVLRQV�DQG�1HZ�3HUVSHFWLYHV��,QGLDQD�8QLYHUVLW\�3UHVV��5HWULHYHG�2FWREHU���WK��
�����
�KWWSV���ZZZ�MVWRU�RUJ�VWDEOH�M�FWW��J]N�����"6HDUFK \HV	UHVXOW,WHP&OLFN WUXH		VHDUFK8UL ��)WRSLF��)YLROHQFH�DJDLQVW�ZRPHQ��)��)SDJH��'�	VHT ���SDJHBVFDQBWDEBFRQWHQWV���

6PLWK��$QGUHD�	�/XDQD�5RVV��������³,QWURGXFWLRQ��1DWLYH�:RPHQ�DQG�6WDWH�9LROHQFH�´�6RFLDO�-XVWLFH������������$FFHVVHG�0DUFK��VW�������
�KWWSV���ZZZ�VRFLDOMXVWLFHMRXUQDO�RUJ�6-(GLWV���(GLW�KWPO��

6PLWK��$QGUHD��������³$PHULFDQ�6WXGLHV�ZLWKRXW�$PHULFD��1DWLYH�)HPLQLVPV�DQG�WKH�1DWLRQ�6WDWH�´�$PHULFDQ�4XDUWHUO\�����������$FFHVVHG�)HEUXDU\��QG�������
�KWWS���SDJHV�XFVG�HGX�aUIUDQN�FODVVBZHE�(6����$�:HHN����������VPLWK���SGI���

6PLWK��$QGUHD�����������³'HFRORQL]LQJ�$QWL�5DSH�/DZ�DQG�6WUDWHJL]LQJ�$FFRXQWDELOLW\�LQ�1DWLYH�$PHULFDQ�&RPPXQLWLHV�´�6RFLDO�-XVWLFH���������������$FFHVVHG�)HEUXDU\���WK�������
�KWWSV���ZZZ�MVWRU�RUJ�VWDEOH�SGI����������SGI��

6XGEXU\��-XOLD�&��������³7RZDUG�D�+ROLVWLF�$QWL�9LROHQFH�$JHQGD�:RPHQ�RI�&RORU�DV�5DGLFDO�%ULGJH�%XLOGHUV�´�6RFLDO�-XVWLFH�����������������$FFHVVHG�0DUFK����������
�KWWS���ZZZ�MVWRU�RUJ�VWDEOH�����������

7UXWK��6RMRXUQHU��������³$LQ¶W�,�$�:RPDQ"´�$NURQ��2+�:RPHQ¶V�&RQYHQWLRQ��$FFHVVHG�0DUFK�����������KWWS���ZZZ�VRMRXUQHUWUXWK�FRP�S�DLQW�L�ZRPDQ�KWPO��

:LJJLQV��-HQQLIHU��������³5DSH��5DFLVP��DQG�WKH�/DZ�´�+DUYDUG�:RPHQ¶V�/DZ�-RXUQDO�������������5HWULHYHG�-DQXDU\��WK�������
�KWWS���GLJLWDOFRPPRQV�PDLQHODZ�PDLQH�HGX�FJL�YLHZFRQWHQW�FJL"DUWLFOH ����	FRQWH[W IDFXOW\�SXEOLFDWLRQV�

:RPHQ�RI�&RORU�1HWZRUN��������³:RPHQ�RI�&RORU�/HDGHUVKLS��$�/RRN�DW�WKH�([SHULHQFHV�RI�:RPHQ�RI�&RORU�([HFXWLYHV�LQ�WKH�$QWL�9LROHQFH�$JDLQVW�:RPHQ¶V�0RYHPHQW�´�0V��)RXQGDWLRQ�IRU�
:RPHQ�

�=LPPHUPDQ��(��������³&DPSXV�VH[XDO�DVVDXOW��$�WLPHOLQH�RI�PDMRU�HYHQWV�´�7KH�1HZ�<RUN�7LPHV���$FFHVVHG�0DUFK����������
�KWWSV���ZZZ�Q\WLPHV�FRP������������HGXFDWLRQ�FDPSXV�VH[XDO�DVVDXOW�DWLPHOLQH�RI�PDMRU�HYHQWV�KWPO��
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Appendix B: Pre-Test Survey 
 
First Name:  

Last Name:  

Email Address:  

Class Year:  

Gender Identity:  

 

Race (select all that apply):  African American/Black AAPI  Native American  

 Latinx  White  Hispanic  Mixed Race  Other 

 

SAPA Trained:  yes  no 

 

SAPA Advocate (trained + interview):   yes   no 

 

SAPA Peer Facilitator:   yes  no 

 

SAPA Exec:   yes  no 

 

How did you hear about the 201 Launch:  

 
Please read the following statement and answer by indicating your level of familiarity with each 

statement from a scale of 1-7 (1 = no confidence, 4 = neutral, 7 = very confident): 
 

1. I feel confident in how to recognize situations of sexual 

violence:_______________________  
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2. I feel confident in how to assess situations of sexual 

violence:___________________________ 

3. I feel confident in how to recognize situations of 

racism:________________________________ 

4. I feel confident in how to assess situations of 

racism:____________________________________ 

5. I feel confident in my abilities to empower 

survivors:____________________________________  

6. I feel confident in my ability to explain what intersectionality 

is:_______________________  

7. I feel confident in my understanding of how forms of violence are connected:________ 

8. I feel confident in my ability to analyze situations with an intersectional lens:________ 

9. I feel confident in my ability to apply intersectionality to my everyday 

activism/advocacy:__________________ 

10. I feel confident in my ability to discuss the nuances of 

allyship:_________________________ 

11. I feel confident in my understanding of 

accountability:__________________________________ 

12. I feel confident in my ability to describe fundamental forms of oppression:____________ 

13. I feel confident in my abilities to describe major events related to the anti-violence 

movement from the 1800s-1960s:_________________ 

14. I feel confident in my abilities to discuss national policy changes related to violence from 

the 1800s-1960s:__________________ 
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15. I feel confident in my abilities to discuss major tensions within the anti-violence 

movement from the 1800s-1960s:___________________ 

16. I feel confident in my knowledge of the contributions Women of Color (WOC) have 

made during the anti-violence movement from the 1800s-

1960s:_____________________ 

17. I feel confident in my abilities to describe major events related to the anti-violence 

movement from the 1960s-present:___________________ 

18. I feel confident in my abilities to discuss major tensions within the anti-violence 

movement from the 1960s-present:___________________ 

19. I feel confident in my abilities to discuss national policy changes related to violence from 

the 1960s-present:___________________ 

20. I feel confident in my knowledge of the contributions Women of Color (WOC) have 

made during the anti-violence movement from the 1960s-present:__________________ 
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Appendix C: Post-Test Survey 
 
First Name:  

Last Name:  

Email Address:  

Class Year:  

Gender Identity:  

 

Race (select all that apply):  African American/Black AAPI  Native American  

 Latinx  White  Hispanic  Mixed Race  Other 

 

SAPA Trained:  yes  no 

 

SAPA Advocate (trained + interview):   yes   no 

 

SAPA Peer Facilitator:   yes  no 

 

SAPA Exec:   yes  no 

 

How did you hear about the 201 Launch:  

 
Please read the following statement and answer by indicating your level of familiarity with each 

statement from a scale of 1-7 (1 = no confidence, 4 = neutral, 7 = very confident): 
 

1. I feel confident in how to recognize situations of sexual 

violence:_______________________  
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2. I feel confident in how to assess situations of sexual 

violence:___________________________ 

3. I feel confident in how to recognize situations of 

racism:________________________________ 

4. I feel confident in how to assess situations of 

racism:____________________________________ 

5. I feel confident in my abilities to empower 

survivors:____________________________________  

6. I feel confident in my ability to explain what intersectionality 

is:_______________________  

7. I feel confident in my understanding of how forms of violence are connected:________ 

8. I feel confident in my ability to analyze situations with an intersectional lens:________ 

9. I feel confident in my ability to apply intersectionality to my everyday 

activism/advocacy:__________________ 

10. I feel confident in my ability to discuss the nuances of 

allyship:_________________________ 

11. I feel confident in my understanding of 

accountability:__________________________________ 

12. I feel confident in my ability to describe fundamental forms of oppression:____________ 

13. I feel confident in my abilities to describe major events related to the anti-violence 

movement from the 1800s-1960s:_________________ 

14. I feel confident in my abilities to discuss national policy changes related to violence from 

the 1800s-1960s:__________________ 
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15. I feel confident in my abilities to discuss major tensions within the anti-violence 

movement from the 1800s-1960s:___________________ 

16. I feel confident in my knowledge of the contributions Women of Color (WOC) have 

made during the anti-violence movement from the 1800s-

1960s:_____________________ 

17. I feel confident in my abilities to describe major events related to the anti-violence 

movement from the 1960s-present:___________________ 

18. I feel confident in my abilities to discuss major tensions within the anti-violence 

movement from the 1960s-present:___________________ 

19. I feel confident in my abilities to discuss national policy changes related to violence from 

the 1960s-present:___________________ 

20. I feel confident in my knowledge of the contributions Women of Color (WOC) have 

made during the anti-violence movement from the 1960s-present:__________________ 

 

Free-Response Section 

 

Please list your three favorite parts of SAPA 201:  

  

Please list three things that you think went well with SAPA 201: 

 
Please list your three least favorite parts of SAPA 201: 

 

Please list three things you think could be improved on:  
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Please list any parts of SAPA 201 you found unnecessary: 

 

Please list any things you wish had been included in SAPA 201 but was not: 

 

Would you recommend SAPA 201 to a peer? Yes   No  

 

Would you be interested in taking SAPA 201 pt. 2 based off of your experience with SAPA 201 

pt. 1?   Yes  No    

 

Other Comments/Suggestions/Thoughts: 
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Appendix D: Invisible Knapsack Activity List 
 

1. I can, if I wish, arrange to be in the company of people of my race most of the time.  

2. If I should need to move, I can be pretty sure of renting or purchasing housing in an area 

that I can afford and in which I would want to live.  

3. I can be pretty sure that my neighbors in such a location will be neutral or pleasant to me.  

4. I can go shopping alone most of the time, pretty well assured that I will not be followed 

or harassed.  

5. I can turn on the television or open to the front page of the paper and see people of my 

race widely represented.  

6. When I am told about our national heritage or about “civilization,” I am shown that 

people of my color made it what it is.  

7. I can be sure that my children will be given curricular materials that testify to the 

existence of their race.  

8. If I want to, I can be pretty sure of finding a publisher for this piece on white privilege.  

9. I can go into a music shop and count on finding the music of my race represented, into a 

supermarket and find the staple foods that fit with my cultural traditions, into a 

hairdresser’s shop and find someone who can deal with my hair.  

10. Whether I use checks, credit cards, or cash, I can count on my skin color not to work 

against the appearance of financial reliability.  

11. I can arrange to protect my children most of the time from people who might not like 

them.  

12. I can swear, or dress in second-hand clothes, or not answer letters without having people 

attribute these choices to the bad morals, the poverty, or the illiteracy of my race. 

13. I can speak in public to a powerful male group without putting my race on trial. 

14. I can do well in a challenging situation without being called a credit to my race.  

15. I am never asked to speak for all the people of my racial group.  

16. I can remain oblivious of the language and customs of persons of color, who constitute 

the world’s majority, without feeling in my culture any penalty for such oblivion.  

17. I can criticize our government and talk about how much I fear its policies and behavior 

without being seen as a cultural outsider.  
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18. I can be pretty sure that if I ask to talk to “the person in charge” I will be facing a person 

of my race.  

19. If a traffic cop pulls me over, or if the IRS audits my tax return, I can be sure I haven’t 

been singled out because of my race. 

20. I can easily buy posters, postcards, picture books, greeting cards, dolls, toys, and 

children’s magazines featuring people of my race.  

21. I can go home from most meetings of organizations I belong to feeling somewhat tied in 

rather than isolated, out of place, outnumbered, unheard, held at a distance, or feared.  

22. I can take a job with an affirmative action employer without having coworkers on the job 

suspect that I got it because of race.  

23. I can choose public accommodation without fearing that people of my race cannot get in 

or will be mistreated in the places I have chosen.  

24. I can be sure that if I need legal or medical help my race will not work against me.  

25. If my day, week, or year is going badly, I need not ask of each negative episode or 

situation whether it has racial overtones.  

26. I can choose blemish cover or bandages in “flesh” color that more or less match my skin. 
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Tables and Figures 
 

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of sample (n=11) 
Characteristics 

Gender 
  % N 

Woman 81.8% 9 
Man 18.2% 2 
Trans/Queer/Non-Binary 0.0% 0 

Race 
African American/Black 36.4% 4 
Asian American Pacific Islander 27.3% 3 
Latinx 0.0% 0 
Hispanic 0.0% 0 
Native American/Indigenous  0.0% 0 
Mixed Race 9.1% 1 
White 27.3% 3 

Experience with SAPA 
None 36.4% 4 
SAPA 101 63.6% 7 
SAPA Advocate 18.2% 2 
Peer facilitator 18.2% 2 
Executive Board member 18.2% 2 

Year in School 
First-year 0.0% 0 
Second-Year 9.1% 1 
Third-Year 45.50% 5 
Fourth-Year 45.50% 5 
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Table 2. Pretest, posttest, and change in confidence scores by question, question type, and total 
average score. 

Question 

Pretest Posttest Change in  
Mean 
score 

Mean 
score 

Mean 
score 

Sexual Violence       
I feel confident in my abilities to…       

recognize situations of sexual violence 5.55 5.91 0.36 

assess situations of sexual violence 4.82 5.64 0.82 

empower survivors 5.00 5.41 0.41 

Mean for Question Type 5.12 5.65 0.53 
Racism       

I feel confident in my abilities to...       
recognize situations of racism 5.77 6.18 0.41 
assess situations of racism 5.55 6.00 0.45 

Mean for Question Type 5.66 6.09 0.43 
Intersectionality       

I feel confident in my abilities to…       
explain intersectionality 5.73 6.32 0.59 

understand how forms of violence are connected 5.18 6.09 0.91 

analyze situations with an intersectional lens 5.14 6.23 1.09 

 apply intersectionality to everyday    
activism/advocacy 4.91 6.32 1.41 

describe fundamental forms of oppression 5.00 6.05 1.05 

Mean for Question Type 5.19 6.20 1.01 
Allyship       

I feel confident in my abilities to…       
discuss nuances of allyship 4.82 5.91 1.09 
understand accountability 5.18 5.77 0.59 

Mean for Question Type 5.00 5.84 0.84 
1800s-1960s: Legal and political history       

I feel confident in my abilities to…       

describe major events related to the anti-violence 
movement during this era (1800s-1960s) 

2.27 5.00 2.73 

discuss national policy changes related to violence 
during this era (1800s-1960s) 

2.36 5.27 2.91 

discuss the major tensions within the movement 
during this era (1800s-1960s) 

2.45 5.45 3.00 
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understand and recognize women of colors' 
contributions during this era (1800s-1960s) 

2.36 5.55 3.19 

Mean for Question Type 2.36 5.32 2.96 
1960s-Present: Legal and political history       

I feel confident in my abilities to…       

describe major events related to the anti-violence 
movement during this era (1960s-present) 

3.09 5.36 2.27 

discuss national policy changes related to violence 
during this era (1960s-present) 

2.95 5.59 2.64 

discuss the major tensions within the movement 
during this era (1960s-present) 

2.64 5.27 2.63 

understand and recognize women of colors' 
contributions during this era (1960s-present) 

2.73 5.55 2.82 

Mean for Question Type 2.85 5.44 2.59 
Total Score 83.41 114.84 31.43 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


